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Preface

This thesis consists of five papers, presented as separate chapters within three parts: Industrial Organization, Evolutionary Game Theory and Game Theory. The common basis of these parts is research in the field of game theory and more specifically, equilibrium selection in different frameworks. As each chapter is independent their introductory sections in Part II contain overlaps.

The first part, Industrial Organization, consists of one paper co-authored with Prajit Dutta and Jörgen Weibull. It is the result of my first research project as a Ph.D. student in Economics. The first draft, written together with Jörgen Weibull, appeared on January 20, 1998. Later on, Prajit Dutta joined the project and, three years after the first draft, we produced this paper. We analyze forward-looking consumers in a Bertrand framework and assume that if firms can anticipate a price war and act accordingly, so can consumers.

The second part, Evolutionary Game Theory, contains three chapters. All models in these papers are based on Young's (1993, 1998) approach. In Chapter 2, I generalize the Saez Marti and Weibull's (1999) model from the Nash Demand Game to generic two-player games. In Chapter 3, co-authored with Jens Josephson, we introduce a special set of stochastically stable states, minimal construction, which is the long-run prediction under imitation behavior in normal form games. In Chapter 4, I consider best reply and imitation rules on extensive form games with perfect information.

The last part, Game Theory, consists of my most recent paper. It asks how players must distribute their endowments during elimination cup tournaments, such as in tennis tournaments.

I warmly welcome any comments, remarks or suggestions the reader may have with regard to this research.
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Chapter 1: Dynamic Bertrand Competition with Forward-Looking Consumers
Bertrand Competition with Forward-Looking Consumers
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ABSTRACT. In the standard model of dynamic Bertrand competition, competing firms meet the same demand function every time period. This is not a satisfactory model of the demand side if consumers can make intertemporal substitution between periods, and if they have some foresight. Consumers who observe price undercutting may (correctly) anticipate a subsequent price war, and may therefore postpone purchases. This effect may drastically reduce the profits to a deviation from collusive pricing. Hence, consumers' intertemporal substitution possibilities and foresight may facilitate collusion against them. However, such a richer model of the demand side complicates the analysis, since the interaction between the firms no longer constitutes a repeated game - and hence falls outside the domain of the usual Folk theorems. We formally analyze collusive pricing in such a setting, and identify cases both when collusion is facilitated and when it is made more difficult when consumers have perfect foresight. We also consider cases of imperfect foresight.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Coase conjecture, Coase (1972), stipulates that a monopolist selling a new durable good cannot credibly commit to the monopoly price, because once this price has been announced, the monopolist will have an incentive to reduce his price in order to capture residual demand from consumers who value the good below the monopoly price. This in turn, Coase claims, would be foreseen also by consumers with valuations above the monopoly price, and therefore some of these (depending on their time preference) will chose to postpone their purchase in anticipation of a price fall. Coase's argument is not relevant only for a monopoly firm in a transient market for an new durable good, but also for oligopolistic firms in a perpetually ongoing market for durable and non-durable goods. If such firms maintain a price above the competitive price, based on a threat of a price war or other severe punishments in case of defection, as the literature on repeated games suggests, then consumers might foresee such price wars in the wake of a defection, and hence not buy from a firm that slightly undercuts the others but instead postpone purchase to the anticipated

*Matros and Weibull thank the Hedelius and Wallander Foundation for financial support.
subsequent price war. Such dynamic aspects of the demand side runs against the
spirit of the standard text-book model of dynamic competition viewed as a repeated
game.\(^1\) Indeed, the interaction is no longer a dynamic game, since the market demand
faced by the firms today in general depends on history. Consequently, the model falls
outside the domain of the standard Folk Theorems. Moreover, unlike in the case of a
monopoly for a new durable product, this application of Coase's argument leads to a
very different conclusion: under many circumstances such intertemporal substitution
and foresight on behalf of the consumers in a recurrent market setting facilitates,
rather than undermines collusion against them.\(^2\)

There is a literature on the Coase conjecture, building on models of consumers who
have the possibility of intertemporal substitution and are endowed with foresight, see
e.g. Gul, Sonnenschein and Wilson (1986), Gul (1987) and Ausubel and Deneckere
(1987). We here model consumers very much in the same vein. However, while the
demand structure in those models is transient, we here develop a stationary demand
structure, more precisely an infinite sequence of overlapping cohorts of new consumers
entering and leaving the market. All consumers have a fixed life span of one time
unit, while each market period, during which firms' prices are held constant, has
length \(1/m\). A new cohort of consumers enters the market in each market period,
the size of each cohort is \(1/m\). Hence, except for the first \(m - 1\) market periods, the
population size of consumers is constantly equal to one in every market period, and
each consumer lives during \(m\) consecutive market periods. Consumers differ as to
their individual valuation of the good. In each cohort, the individual valuation \(v\) is
distributed according to some cumulative distribution function. The good in question
is assumed to be sold in indivisible units, and each consumer wants to acquire at most
one unit of the good in her life time. There is no resell. Following the above-mentioned
analyses, we treat firms as players in the game-theoretic sense but model consumers
as price-taking and expectation forming economic agents with no strategic incentive
or power. Their aggregate behavior will constitute a state variable in a dynamic
game played by the firms. Most of our analysis is focused on the case of consumers
with perfect foresight, but we also consider a case when consumers have imperfect
foresight.

This paper is not a plea that analysts should always assume all economic agents
to have perfect foresight. We believe that consumers and firms may more realistically
be modelled as having more or less imperfect foresight. Our position is rather that
the contrast in current models of dynamic oligopolistic competition between, on the

\(^1\)See e.g. Tirole (1988) for repeated-games models of dynamic oligopoly, and Fudenberg and
Tirole (1991) for various versions of the folk theorem.

\(^2\)However, we show that in some special cases the effect may go in the same direction as in the
Coase conjecture: collusion may be more difficult if consumers have foresight.
one hand, the great sophistication and expectations coordination ascribed to firms and, on the other hand, the complete lack of sophistication ascribed to consumers, should be replaced by a milder contrast. Even taking a small step in this direction requires the analyst to go outside the familiar class of repeated games to the less familiar class of stochastic games - containing repeated games as a subclass. We here outline in the simplest possible context how such a generalization can be made, and what are its most direct implications.

The paper is organized as follows. The model is defined in Section 2. Section 3 considers briefly the special case $m = 1$, corresponding to the standard model of Bertrand competition as a repeated game. Section 4 treats in some detail the case $m = 2$, i.e., where each consumer lives in two periods. Most of the action comes out already in this case. Section 5, finally, considers briefly the cases $m > 2$.

2. THE MODEL

Suppose that there are $n$ firms in the market for a homogenous indivisible good. The market operates over an infinite sequence of periods $k \in \mathbb{N} = \{0, 1, 2, \ldots \}$. The firms simultaneously announce their ask prices every period. Let $x_{ik} \geq 0$ be the price that firm $i$ asks in period $k$, and let $x_k = (x_{1k}, \ldots, x_{nk})$ be the vector of ask prices in that period. All consumers are assumed to observe all ask prices in each period, and they buy only from the firms with the lowest ask price. The lowest ask price in any period $k$,

$$p_k = \min\{x_{1k}, \ldots, x_{nk}\},$$

will accordingly be called the market price in that period. If more than one firm ask the lowest price, then we assume that sales are split equally between them. Each market period is of length $\Delta = 1/m$, for some positive integer $m$. Thus $\Delta$ is the duration of the commitment that firms make to their ask prices. The firms face no capacity constraint on production, and production costs are normalized to zero. Hence, each firm’s profit in a market period is simply its sales multiplied by its ask price. They all discount future profits at the same time (interest) rate $r > 0$, resulting in the common discount factor

$$\delta = \exp(-r\Delta) = \exp(-r/m)$$

3It can be argued, on evolutionary grounds, that firms should be more sophisticated than consumers, since the selection pressure on firms’ behaviors might be stronger. However, in our opinion, this does not justify the stark difference assumed in the standard models.

4This may seem to contradict the assumed indivisibility of the good. However, we assume that the number of consumers is very large, and model the consumer population as a continuum.
between successive market periods.

There is a continuum of consumers, all with a fixed life span of one time unit - which thus amounts to $m$ market periods. We keep the life span of consumers fixed in this study but vary the length of market periods. A new cohort of consumers enters the market in each market period. The size of each cohort is $1/m$. Hence, except for the first $m-1$ market periods, the population size of (living) consumers is constantly equal to one in every market period. Our analysis is focused on periods $k = m, m+1, m+2, \ldots$, when each market period contains all $m$ consumer cohorts, and the population size is 1.

Consumers differ as to their individual valuation of the good. In each cohort, the individual valuation $v$ is distributed according to some cumulative distribution function $F : \mathbb{R}_+ \rightarrow [0, 1]$. Each consumer wants to acquire at most one unit of the (indivisible) good in her life time. A consumer with valuation $v$ derives utility $(v - p) \beta_h$ from buying one unit of the good at price $p$ in market period $h = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, m - 1$ of her life, where all $\beta_h \in [0, 1]$ and $\beta_0 = 1$. We assume dynamically consistent temporal preferences in the sense that each consumer attaches the same relative weights to any pair of future market periods in her life, independently of her current age. Hence, $\beta_h$ is the consumers' subjective discount factor between market periods $h-1$ and $h$ in her life time (for $h = 1, 2, \ldots$). We will pay special attention to (a) maximally patient consumers, with $\beta_h = 1$ for all $h$, (b) maximally impatient consumers, with $\beta_h = 0$ for all $h > 0$, and (c) consumers with the same exponential time preference as the firms, $\beta_h = e^{-h}$ for all $h$. Moreover, we assume that

[A1] Consumers hold identical expectations about future prices,

[A2] There is no resell.

3. BERTRAND COMPETITION WHEN A MARKET PERIOD IS THE LIFE SPAN OF EACH CONSUMER

The case $m = 1$ corresponds to the standard Bertrand model in the literature on oligopolistic competition: The firms face one and the same demand function in each market period. Hence, in this case we have a repeated game, and the Folk Theorem applies. In the present case, with a valuation distribution $F$, the firms with the lowest ask price, $p$, face the period demand $D(p) = 1 - F(p)$; the population share of consumers with valuations exceeding $p$. In particular, a trigger strategy profile according to which all firms quote the same price $p^*$, in all periods, until a price deviation occurs, and thereafter quote zero, constitutes a subgame perfect equilibrium in this infinitely repeated game if and only if

$$\frac{1}{n} p^* [1 - F(p^*)] \geq (1 - e^{-r}) p [1 - F(p)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
for all $p < p^*$. In particular, if the revenue function $R(p) = p[1 - F(p)]$ is single-peaked, then the right-hand side of equation (2) is maximized at $p = p^*$, granted $p^*$ does not exceed the monopoly price. Hence, the deviating firm wants to undercut the going price only slightly, and $p^*$ is a sustainable equilibrium price if and only if

$$e^{-r} = \delta \geq 1 - 1/n. \quad (3)$$

4. BERTRAND COMPETITION WHEN A MARKET PERIOD IS HALF THE LIFE SPAN OF EACH CONSUMER

In the case $m = 2$, the market period is half as long. In each market period, firms now face two consumer groups, each half the size of the consumer group in the case $m = 1$. Aggregate demand in any market period (after the very first) can accordingly be decomposed into two components, one arising from all the young, and another, residual demand, arising from those old individuals who did not buy while young. The demand of the young depends not only on the current market price; it also depends on their expectations about the market price in the subsequent period. If a young individual with valuation $v$ faces a current market price $p$ and expects the market price $p^e$ in the next period, then she should buy in the present market period if and only if her consumer surplus from buying now, $v - p$, exceeds (or equals) the present expected surplus from buying in the next period, $\beta(v - p^e)$.

In particular, if $\beta < 1$ and the expected price next period equals the current price, $p^e = p$, then all young consumers with valuation $v \geq p$ will buy in the present period. By contrast, if the expected price next period were zero, then only those young consumers who have valuation $v \geq p/(1 - \beta)$ will buy in the present period. All young individuals with lower valuations will wait until the next period. In general, the cut-off valuation level, when the current price is $p$ and the price expected for the next period is $p^e$, is

$$v^+ = \frac{p - \beta p^e}{1 - \beta}. \quad (4)$$

This cohort's demand in the next period, when they are old, stems from those currently young individuals who have valuations below $v^+$. Since this residual demand depends on previous prices - directly via $p$ and indirectly via $p^e$ - and this residual demand affects the profit function of the firms in that period, we no longer have a repeated game. In fact, what we have is a so-called stochastic or Markovian game,\(^5\) with state variable $v^+$ which we will call the residual valuation. The accompanying residual demand is $D^+(p) = [1 - F(p)]/2$ for all $p \leq v^+$ and $D^+(p) = 0$ for all $p > v^+$.

We assume that firms have complete information about the market interaction, and that they observe all past prices. In particular, all firms know the residual valuation inherited from the previous period. A strategy for a firm is thus a rule that specifies its ask price in each market period, given any history of prices (and thus also of residual valuations) up to that period. Firms’ price strategies constitute a subgame perfect equilibrium in this game provided each firm maximizes its discounted future stream of profits after any price history, given all other firms’ strategies and the consumers’ expectations. In particular, a trigger strategy can be defined in much the same way as in the standard repeated-games model: All firms ask the same price \( p^* \) in the first period, and continue to post that price as long as all firms quote that price in all periods. In the event of any deviation from that price, all firms ask the price zero in all subsequent periods.\(^6\)

It is easily verified (see equation (4)) that if consumers have perfect foresight, in the sense of correctly anticipating the market price to fall to zero after any price deviation, and to otherwise to remain constant, then such a trigger strategy profile constitutes a subgame perfect equilibrium if and only if

\[
\frac{1}{2n} (p^*[1 - F(p^*)]) \geq \frac{1}{2} p \left[ F(p^*) - F(p) + 1 - F\left(\frac{p}{1 - \beta}\right)\right]
\]

for all \( p < p^* \). The factor \( \frac{1}{2} \) on both sides of this inequality reflects the fact that half the population in any period is young while the other half is old. The left hand side is the present value of the stream of future profits to each firm, from the present period onwards, when the price \( p^* \) is asked by all firms in all periods. The expression on the right-hand side is the present value of the stream of profits, from the present period onwards, to a firm that unilaterally deviates in the present period. In all periods after the current, such a deviator earns zero profit. The expression in large square brackets is the demand faced by the deviating firm if its present ask price is \( p < p^* \). This demand is composed of two components: the residual demand from the old who did not buy when they were young, \( F(p^*) - F(p) \), and the demand from the young, \( 1 - F\left[p/ (1 - \beta)\right] \), where \( p/ (1 - \beta) = v^+ \), the residual valuation when \( p^e = 0 \) (see equation (4)). Rearranging the terms, and using equation (1), inequality (5) can be re-written as

\[
\frac{1}{n} p^* [1 - F(p^*)] \geq (1 - e^{-\gamma/2}) p \left[ 1 - F(p) + F(p^*) - F\left(\frac{p}{1 - \beta}\right)\right]
\]

for all \( p < p^* \). The left-hand side is identical with the left-hand side in the incentive

\(^6\)Recall that the marginal cost is zero, so to quote the price zero is a Nash equilibrium of the stage game in any given period, irrespective of the inherited residual valuation.
constraint (2) in the standard case, \( m = 1 \), while the right hand sides in these two cases differ.

To analyze the conditions under which equation (6) holds - and to contrast those conditions with the standard Bertrand model - we will focus on two countervailing forces at work: one working for the firms and against the consumers, to be called the anti-competitive force and another force, working against the firms and for the consumers, to be called the pro-competitive force.

4.1. The anti-competitive force - the young may not bite. When a young consumer, with perfect foresight, sees a price below \( p^* \) he knows that an even lower price is coming in the next period. Provided he is patient he will leave the market and wait with glee for the price war. That will diminish the fruits to the firm that undercuts the going price. Such lowering of deviation profits may then convince a prospective under-cutter to not drop his price - giving more room for anti-competitive or collusive outcomes.\(^7\)

To make the point most stark, consider the case of consumers who are maximally patient, \( \beta = 1 \).\(^8\) Inequality (6) then boils down to

\[
\frac{1}{n} p^* [1 - F(p^*)] \geq (1 - e^{-r/2}) p [F(p^*) - F(p)]
\]

for all \( p < p^* \). Note that a deviating firm only sells to old consumers because every young consumer, regardless of his valuation, prefers to wait for the zero price in the next period. In comparing the two incentive constraints, we note that \( F(p^*) < 1 \) and \( e^{-r/2} > e^{-r} \), so the right-hand side of (7) is less than the right-hand side in (2), at any price \( p \) (while the left-hand sides are identical). Hence,

**Proposition 1.** If consumers have perfect foresight and are maximally patient, then any price that can be sustained in subgame perfect equilibrium in the standard Bertrand model, \( m = 1 \), can also be sustained in subgame perfect equilibrium when \( m = 2 \).

Put differently, patient consumers with perfect foresight are more likely to meet collusive prices when the market period is shorter - beyond the mere effect of increasing the discount factor between periods.

\(^7\)The logic is similar to the anti-competitive implication of a policy that promises to "match the competitor's price." In this case a firm that undercuts the competition gets no additional sales because consumers stay with their original seller - they simply get their seller to match the undercut price. In our model a firm that undercuts may not see much by way of additional sales because consumers wait for a price war.

\(^8\)In order to avoid complete temporal indifference, we actually mean the case when \( \beta \) is slightly below 1. Alternatively, one could here think of a lexicographic preference for early timing.
One way to evaluate the effect of this anti-competitive force is to determine the cut-off discount factor for firms at which any given price \( p^* \) becomes a sustainable equilibrium price. Denote this cut-off discount factor \( \delta(p^*) \). What the previous proposition has established is that whenever consumers are maximally patient, then \( \delta(p^*) \) is less than \( 1 - 1/n \), the cut-off discount factor in the standard Bertrand model. An interesting question to ask is whether collusion is comparatively easier to sustain when the price \( p^* \) is close to the monopoly price or when it is far away from the monopoly price. We provide a regularity condition on the demand function that implies that \( \delta(p^*) \) is increasing in \( p^* \), i.e., the monopoly price is hardest to sustain while prices close to the (zero) marginal cost are the easiest to sustain. Contrast this with the standard Bertrand model, in which no price is sustainable below the cut-off discount factor \( 1 - 1/n \), and every price is sustainable at and above that discount factor. The regularity condition we provide is that both the demand function, \( D(p) = 1 - F(p) \), and the revenue function \( R(p) = p[1 - F(p)] \) be concave. This regularity condition holds when \( F \) is generated by a uniform distribution and hence \( D \) linearly decreasing - the standard text-book example in the industrial organization literature.

**Proposition 2.** Suppose that \( F \) is convex and that the revenue function \( p[1 - F(p)] \) is concave. For every price \( p^* \) there exists a discount factor \( \delta(p^*) < 1 \) such that \( p^* \) is a subgame perfect equilibrium price if and only if \( e^{-r/2} \geq \delta(p^*) \). Moreover, \( \delta(p^*) \) is strictly increasing at all prices below the monopoly price.

**Proof:** That \( \delta(p^*) \) is uniquely defined for every \( p^* \) follows straightforwardly from equation (7). Consider the maximum deviation payoff: \( M(p^*) = \sup_{p < p^*} p[F(p^*) - F(p)] \). From an application of the Envelope Theorem, it follows that \( M \) is a convex function if \( F \) is. The incentive condition (7) can evidently be rewritten as \( \pi(p^*) - n(1 - e^{-r/2}) M(p^*) \geq 0 \). Since the profit function \( \pi \) is concave and \( M \) is convex, it follows that their difference is a concave function. Moreover this difference is zero at \( p^* = 0 \) and has a strictly positive slope at that price. Hence there is a lowest positive price at which the difference becomes zero again; let that price be denoted \( p(\delta) \). It follows that \( p(\cdot) \) is an increasing function. However, its inverse function is \( \delta(\cdot) \). Hence, \( \delta(\cdot) \) is strictly increasing. **End of proof.**

**4.2. The pro-competitive force - the old will always bite.** When market periods are shorter, there is however also an advantage to dropping the price, an advantage that is absent in the standard Bertrand model. This arises from the fact that older consumers are still present, who have not yet bought, and who might now be tempted to do so (in the twilight of their lives). As long as the undercutting firm does not lose too many younger consumers - who may wait for the price war - this additional residual demand from the old (absent in the standard model) might make
price cuts even more profitable than in the standard model. Consequently collusion may in fact be harder to sustain when market periods are shorter.

Again to make the point most stark, consider the case where young consumers buy from an undercutting firm, even if they expect an even lower market to follow. This is the case if consumers are maximally impatient, \( \beta = 0 \). In this case, inequality (6) boils down to

\[
\frac{1}{n} p^* [1 - F(p^*)] \geq (1 - e^{-r/2}) p [1 - 2F(p) + F(p^*)]
\]

(8)

for all \( p < p^* \). In comparing inequalities (2) and (8), we note that the best deviation payoff is higher in the present case if and only if⁹

\[
(1 + e^{-r/2}) p^* [1 - F(p^*)] < \max_{0 < p < p^*} p [1 - 2F(p) + F(p^*)]
\]

(9)

What makes the analysis somewhat messy is that the best deviation price is in general difficult to characterize in closed form without some further assumptions about the valuation distribution \( F \). Instead of analyzing (9) for a general c.d.f. \( F \), we therefore illustrate this possibility by means of a simple example.

**Example.** Suppose the c.d.f. \( F \) has valuations concentrated on two values, \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \), where \( v_1 < v_2 \). Let \( \theta \) denote the population share at the high valuation, \( v_2 \), and suppose without loss of generality that \( v_2 \) is the monopoly price, i.e., \( \theta v_2 > v_1 \). From inequality (8) we see that the monopoly price, \( \bar{p} = v_2 \), is not sustainable in subgame perfect equilibrium in the case \( m = 2 \), i.e., with short market periods, if

\[
\frac{\theta v_2}{n} < (1 - e^{-r/2}) v_1 (2 - \theta)
\]

(10)

By contrast, in the standard Bertrand model, i.e., the case \( m = 1 \), the monopoly price is sustainable in subgame perfect equilibrium if

\[
\frac{\theta v_2}{n} \geq (1 - e^{-r}) \theta v_2
\]

(11)

or, equivalently, if \( 1 - e^{-r} \leq 1/n \). Hence, both conditions hold if

\[
1 - e^{-r} \leq \frac{1}{n} < (1 - e^{-r/2}) \frac{v_1 (2 - \theta)}{\theta v_2}
\]

(12)

⁹We have here used the identity \( (1 - e^{-r}) = (1 - e^{-r/2})(1 + e^{-r/2}) \).
Proposition 3. If consumers have perfect foresight, are maximally impatient ($\beta = 0$), their valuation distribution is concentrated at two distinct values, and condition (12) is satisfied, then the monopoly price is sustainable in subgame perfect equilibrium in the standard Bertrand model ($m = 1$) but not when $m = 2$.

Put differently, impatient consumers with perfect foresight may see less collusive prices when the market period is short than when it is long. That condition (12) is non-vacuous is easily checked. For example, all parameter combinations in a neighborhood of $n = 2$, $e^{-r/2} = 0.72$, $\theta \leq 0.2$ and any $v_1/\theta v_2 = 1$ satisfy the condition.

4.3. A more general case. We here generalize the above results in two directions: first we briefly present the analysis for trigger strategies, and any level of consumer patience $\beta$. Recall the incentive condition (6) for consumers with perfect foresight and arbitrary time preferences $\beta$. From the right-hand side of this inequality it immediately follows that the more patient are consumers, i.e., the higher is $\beta$, the lower is the payoff to any one firm undercutting a given price $p^*$. Consequently, firms find it easier to collude when consumers are patient:

Proposition 4. For any price $p^*$ (possibly the monopoly price) and any consumer discount factor $\beta \geq 0$ there exists a critical discount factor $\delta(\beta) \in (0, 1)$ for the firms, such that $p^*$ is a subgame perfect equilibrium price if and only if $e^{-r/2} \geq \delta(\beta)$. Moreover, $\delta(\beta)$ is strictly decreasing in $\beta$.

In particular, we already know that $\delta(1)$ is less than $1 - 1/n$, the cut-off discount factor in the standard Bertrand model. If $\delta(0)$ exceeds $1 - 1/n$ - as for instance in the example discussed in the previous subsection - it follows by continuity that there is some intermediate level of consumer patience, say $\beta^*$ at which $\delta(\beta^*) = 1 - 1/n$. At that degree of consumer impatience, the cut-off discount factor for firms is the same as in the standard Bertrand model.\textsuperscript{10}

So far, we have been concentrating on the case when consumer correctly anticipate firms to use the grim trigger strategy. Of course, firms may actually choose to initiate less severe price wars, or temporary severe price wars ("forgiving trigger strategies"). As equation (4) makes clear, the less severe the price war the larger is the share of the young consumers who will buy in the current market period. Hence, a less severe price war is more profitable for a firm that undercuts a collusive price, making collusion less sustainable. It follows from this observation that whenever a price can

\textsuperscript{10}Of course, the exact value of $\beta^*$ depends on the price $p^*$ that is being sustained in equilibrium. If $F$ is convex it can be shown, by a similar argument as in the proof of proposition 2, that $\beta^*$ is an increasing function of $p^*$. 
be sustained by a less severe price war, and consumer correctly anticipate this, it can also be sustained by the most severe price war - zero price reversion. Moreover, a severe but temporary price war, zero price for a finite number of market periods, may be sufficient to deter firms' deviations but will induce consumers to behave exactly as in the case of zero price forever.

4.4. Consumers with imperfect foresight. Another comparison that may be relevant is between consumers with perfect foresight, as modelled in the preceding sections, and consumers who always expect the current market price to prevail also in the future - "martingale expectations." When faced with a price cut, all young consumers with valuations above the new market price will then buy, just as the above case of maximally impatient consumers. Hence, for any time preference $\beta \in (0, 1)$, the profit to a deviating firm with ask price $p < p^*$ is

$$\frac{1}{2} (1 - e^{-r/2}) p [1 - 2F(p) + F(p^*)]$$

if all consumers hold non-rational expectations in this sense, while the profit to the same deviation would have been

$$\frac{1}{2} (1 - e^{-r/2}) p \left[ 1 - F(p) + F(p^*) - F \left( \frac{p}{1 - \beta} \right) \right].$$

if all consumers had perfect foresight (see right-hand side of (5)). The latter quantity never exceeds the first, so the range of collusive prices against consumers with perfect foresight always contains the range of collusive prices against consumers with martingale expectations, for any time preference $\beta > 0$ that the consumers may have. In this precise sense, consumers are worse off if they have perfect foresight.

The standard model can be identified with this particular case of imperfect foresight. In this perspective, the comparison with the standard model is clear: consumers' foresight unambiguously facilitate collusion against them. We believe this qualitative conclusion to hold also in intermediate cases, when, say, some consumers have perfect foresight and others have martingale expectations, or when all consumers hold expectations between these two extreme cases.

5. Bertrand competition when market periods are shorter
In the cases $m > 2$, firms face more than two consumer cohorts in each market period. None of the currently youngest, and some of the individuals in the intermediate cohorts, have not yet bought the good. Unlike the oldest, all of these have the option

\[11\text{More precisely, we here assume } p_{k+1}^x = p_k.\]
of postponing their purchased another market period. Thus, all but the oldest base their buying decisions in part on their expectations about future market prices. Do the above observations concerning the case $m = 2$ carry over to these more complex cases? The answer turns out to be in the affirmative: the analysis is readily generalized, and though quantitatively different, the results are qualitatively the same.

In each market period, firms now face $m > 2$ consumer cohorts, each cohort being of size $1/m$ as compared with the standard case $m = 1$. Aggregate demand in any market period can conveniently be decomposed into three components, one arising from all the young, another arising from the old individuals who did not yet buy, and a third, new component arising from individuals in intermediate cohorts, who did not yet buy. If a young or intermediate individual with valuation $v$ faces a current market price $p$ and expects the market prices $(p_1, p_2, ..., p_{m-1})$ in the following $m-1$ periods, then she should buy in the present period if and only if her consumer surplus from buying now, $v - p$, exceeds (or equals) the expected discounted surplus, $\beta_h (v - p_h)$, from buying in each of the remaining market periods during her life span, where $\beta_h \in [0, 1]$ is the consumer's discount factor in the $h$-th market period of her life.

Assuming exponential discounting and expectations such that the prices in future periods are expected not to be lower than the price expected in the next period (which is consistent with perfect foresight under trigger strategies), then the cut-off valuation level, when the current price is $p$ and the price expected for the next period is $p^*$, is

$$v^+ = \frac{p - \beta p^*}{1 - \beta},$$

precisely as in the case $m = 2$, see equation (4). The accompanying residual demand in the next period is $D^+(p) = \left[1 - F(p)\right]/m$ for all $p \leq v^+$ and $D^+(p) = 0$ for all $p > v^+$.

Just as in the case $m = 2$, we focus on trigger strategies. More exactly, all firms ask the same price $p^*$ in the first $m$ periods, and continue to post that price as long as all firms quote that price. In the event of any deviation from that price, all firms ask the price zero in all subsequent periods. It is easily verified (see equation (15)) that if consumers correctly anticipate the market price to fall to zero after any price deviation, and to otherwise to remain constant, then such a trigger strategy profile constitutes a subgame perfect equilibrium if and only if

$$\frac{p^* [1 - F(p^*)]}{mn (1 - \delta)} \geq \frac{p}{m} \left[ F(p^*) - F(p) + M + 1 - F \left( \frac{p}{1 - \beta} \right) \right],$$

for all $p < p^*$, where

$$M = (m - 2) \max \left\{ 0, F(p^*) - F \left( \frac{p}{1 - \beta} \right) \right\}.$$
The factor $1/m$ represents the size of each cohort, where $1/m$ is the population share of young individuals (in their first market period), and of old individuals (in their last market period), while $(m - 2)/m$ is the population share of individuals in intermediate ages (in an intermediate market period of their lives). The left-hand side is the present value of the stream of future profits to each firm, from the present period onwards, when the price $p^*$ is asked by all firms in all periods. The right-hand side is the present value of the stream of profits from the present period onwards to a firm that unilaterally deviates in the current period - the revenue in that period if its present ask price is $p < p^*$ (the revenue in all subsequent periods being zero). The deviating firm faces demand that can be decomposed into three components: the residual demand from the old who did not yet buy, $F(p^*) - F(p)$, the residual demand from those individuals in intermediate cohorts who did not yet buy, $M$, and the demand from the young, $1 - F(p / (1 - \beta))$ (see equation (15)). Rearranging the terms, and using equation (1), inequality (16) can be written as

$$\frac{p^*}{n} [1 - F(p^*)] \geq (1 - e^{-r/m}) p \left[ F(p^*) - F(p) + M + 1 - F \left( \frac{p}{1 - \beta} \right) \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The left-hand side is identical with the left-hand side in the incentive constraint (2) in the standard case, $m = 1$, while the right-hand sides in these two cases differ.

5.1. **The anti-competitive force - the young may not bite.** In the case of consumers who are maximally patient, $\beta = 1$, inequality (17) boils down to

$$\frac{1}{n} p^* [1 - F(p^*)] \geq (1 - e^{-r/m}) p [F(p^*) - F(p)],$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

c.f. (7). Note that a deviating firm only sells to old consumers because every young or intermediate consumer, regardless of his valuation, prefers to wait for the zero price in the next period. In comparing with the case $m = 1$, we note that $F(p^*) < 1$ and $e^{-r/m} > e^{-r}$, so the right-hand side of (18) is less than the right-hand side in (2), at any price $p$, while the left-hand sides are identical. Moreover, the right-hand side of (18) is decreasing function of $m$. Hence,

**Proposition 5.** If consumers have perfect foresight and are maximally patient ($\beta = 1$), then any price that can be sustained in subgame perfect equilibrium in the standard Bertrand model, $m = 1$, can also be sustained in subgame perfect equilibrium when $m \geq 2$. Moreover, any price that can be sustained in subgame perfect equilibrium for some $m$ can be sustained for all $m' > m$. 
5.2. **The pro-competitive force - the old will always bite.** Again to make the point most stark, consider the case where consumers are maximally impatient, $\beta = 0$. In this case, inequality (17) boils down to

$$\frac{1}{n} p^* [1 - F(p^*)] \geq (1 - e^{-r/m}) p \left[1 - mF(p) + (m - 1) F(p^*)\right], \quad (19)$$

c.f. (8). In comparing with the case $m = 1$ and $m = 2$, we note that $e^{-r/m} > e^{-r/2} > e^{-r}$ and $[1 - F(p)] < [1 - 2F(p) + F(p^*)] < [1 - mF(p) + (m - 1) F(p^*)]$, so the right-hand side in (19), might be less or more than the right-hand side in (2) and in (8), while the left-hand sides are identical. Hence, we cannot say more until $F(p)$, $r$ and $m$ are specified.
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1. INTRODUCTION

While bounded rationality and learning models have been studied extensively in the last few years, game theory has been unsuccessful in explaining where the bounds on rationality should be placed in a model of boundedly rational agents.

Recently, Young [7] – [9] suggested an evolutionary model which explains how agents can make their choices on basis of their own preferences and a sample of occurrences in the recent past only. A two-player game is played repeatedly by the members of two large populations and agents in the same population have the same preferences. In every round, two agents, one from each population, are randomly selected to play the game. Each of the two agents simultaneously chooses a strategy in the game, and each agent has access to a random sample, drawn from the recent occurrences. Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] investigate the consequences of letting some agents play a myopic best reply to the myopic best reply in Young's [8] bargaining model, which is how they introduce "cleverness" of players. I analyze such clever agents in general finite two-player games and show Young's [9] prediction to be robust: adaptive learning with clever agents does select the same minimal curb set as in the absence of clever agents, if their population share is less than one. However, the long-run strategy distribution in such a curb set may vary with the share of clever agents.
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history of play. They use their sample as a predictor of the behavior of the agent they face, and almost always play a best reply to the empirical strategy distribution of the opponent population in the sample. Occasionally, agents "mutate", however, and instead choose a strategy that is not a best reply to any possible sample from the recent history of play.

Using Young's [8] model, Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] consider agents that are "clever" in a certain sense. They study the effect of letting a share of one of the populations know the preferences of the opponent population, denoting these agents as "clever", in the Nash Demand Game. Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] first assume, that the population without clever agents plays its best reply to a sample of past strategies played by the other population and, second, that clever agents play a best reply to the opponent population's best reply to the clever agent's sample. In other words, clever agents try to anticipate their opponent's choice on the basis of the sample of strategies played by their own population. They show that Young's prediction is robust to the introduction of any share of clever agents less than one.

The purpose of the present paper is to demonstrate that this robustness holds for generic finite two-player games. Young [9] proves that the adaptive learning process in a generic class of finite games settles down in a minimal curb configuration which minimizes the stochastic potential in such games when the mutation rate goes to zero. My main result is that the adaptive learning with any share of clever agents less than one converges to the same minimal curb configuration as Young's adaptive learning process, when the mutation rate goes to zero. However, I show that the presence of clever agents may influence the long-run strategy distribution inside the minimal curb configuration.

I also analyze the question, which was asked in Saez-Marti and Weibull [4], how well clever agents fare among non-clever agents given that there are fixed population shares of clever and non-clever agents. More specifically, we consider the Matching-Pennies Game and find that the gain of clever agents depends on their share in the population. Moreover, clever agents do not only outsmart the agents in the other population but, indirectly, also the non-clever agents in their own population. As a result, non-clever agents in both populations earn expected negative payoffs while the "clever subpopulation" on average earns expected positive payoffs in this zero-sum game. The larger the share of clever agents, the larger the gain for the population. On the margin, an additional clever agent gains less as the share of clever agents increases, here called "decreasing returns to cleverness".

Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] show that the "clever" population gets the whole pie when playing with the "non-clever" population in the Nash Demand Game. However, I demonstrate that "cleverness" does not guarantee an advantage in asymmetric coordination games, even if all agents in one population are clever. In the Strict Demand
Young [9] shows that for $2 \times 2$ coordination games, in the limiting case when the mutation rate goes to zero, adaptive play converges to the risk-dominant convention - a repetition of the risk-dominant equilibrium. He also analyzes the case with two different sample sizes for two populations. I demonstrate that clever agents matter: if the sample sizes are different in the two populations, then the stochastically stable convention may differ from Young's[9] prediction. In the extreme case, when all agents in one population are clever, the outcome is the risk-dominant convention for the other population. The intuition for this result is as follows. The clever agent in population 1 predicts the strategy of her opponent and also chooses the predicted strategy, because of the specific structure of $2 \times 2$ coordination games.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section two, I describe the unperturbed and perturbed versions of the adaptive play with clever agents. In Section three, I derive general results for the stationary distribution of this process. In Section four, the specific nature of the limiting distribution inside a minimal curb set is studied in detail. In Section five, I investigate the properties of $2 \times 2$ coordination games when agents have asymmetric information and Section six concludes. Proofs are given in the Appendix.

2. ADAPTIVE PLAY WITH CLEVER AGENTS

In the evolutionary model described below, I consider clever agents, introduced in Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] for the Nash bargaining game, in two-player games. The basic setting without clever agents is Young's [9] model.

Let $\Gamma$ be a two-player game with finite strategy space, $X_1 \times X_2$, and payoff functions $u_i : X_1 \times X_2 \to \mathbb{R}$, $i = 1, 2$. I assume that there exist two finite populations of agents. In each discrete time period, $t = 1, 2, \ldots$, one agent is drawn at random from each of the populations to play the game. Agents in population 1 (2) can only play role 1 (2) in the game. Population 1 consists of clever and non-clever agents, in fixed population shares $\lambda$ and $1 - \lambda$, respectively, while the agents in population 2 are only non-clever. All agents are equally likely to be drawn to play. An agent in role $i$ chooses a strategy $x^i_t$ from the set $X_i$ at time $t$ according to a rule defined below. The play at time $t$ is the vector $x^t = (x^1_t, x^2_t)$. The history of play up to time $t$ is the sequence $h^t = (x^{t-m+1}_1, \ldots, x^t)$. Strategies are chosen as follows. Fix integers $s$ and $m$, where $1 \leq s \leq m$. At time $t+1$, each agent drawn to play the game inspects a sample of size $s$, taken without replacement from the history of play up to time $t$. The draws of samples

$^1$To find the risk-dominant convention, we only consider payoffs of the non-clever population. The formal definition is found on pp.16.
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are statistically independent across agents and time. A non-clever agent chooses a best reply to the opponent population’s empirical strategy distribution in her sample. Clever agents are assumed to know the preferences of the other population and they use this knowledge to choose a best reply to the anticipated choice by their opponent. More precisely, a clever agent - these always play in role 1 - inspects her own population’s play in her sample, and calculates player 2’s best reply to this sample. Then, the clever agent chooses a best reply to this predicted strategy. If there are more than one best reply, an agent chooses each of these with positive probability. These probabilities will be specified later on.

Consider the sampling process to begin in period \( t = m + 1 \) from some arbitrary initial sequence of \( m \) plays \( h^m \). We then obtain a finite Markov chain on the state space \((X_1 \times X_2)^m = H\) of sequences of length \( m \) drawn from strategy space \( X_1 \times X_2 \), with an arbitrary initial state \( h^m \). As we will see below, the resulting process is ergodic; thus, in the long-run, the initial state is irrelevant. Given a history \( h^t = (x^{t-m+1}, \ldots, x^t) \) at time \( t \), the process moves to a state of the form \( h^{t+1} = (x^{t-m+2}, \ldots, x^t, x^{t+1}) \), in the next period, a state called a successor of \( h^t \).

The process moves from the current state \( h \) to a successor state \( h' \) in each period, according to the following transition rule. For each \( x_i \in X_i \), let \( p_i(x_i \mid h) \) be the conditional probability that agent \( i \) chooses \( x_i \), given that the current state is \( h \). We assume that \( p_i(x_i \mid h) \) is independent of \( t \) and \( p_i(x_i \mid h) > 0 \) if and only if there exists a sample \( s \) such that \( x_i \) is a best reply to this sample for a non-clever agent or \( x_i \) is a best reply to the opponent’s best reply to this sample for a clever agent in population 1. If \( x = (x_1, x_2) \) is the rightmost element of \( h' \), the probability of moving from \( h \) to \( h' \) is \( R_{hh'}^{m,s,\lambda,0} = p_1(x_1 \mid h)p_2(x_2 \mid h) \) if \( h' \) is a successor of \( h \) and \( R_{hh'}^{m,s,\lambda,0} = 0 \) if \( h' \) is not a successor of \( h \). Following Young [10], we call the process \( R_{hh'}^{m,s,\lambda,0} \) unperturbed adaptive play with clever agents with memory \( m \), sample size \( s \), and share \( \lambda \) of clever agents in population 1.

The perturbed process can be described as follows. In each period, there is a small probability \( \varepsilon > 0 \) that any drawn agent in role \( i \) experiments by choosing a random strategy from \( X_i \) instead of applying the best reply rule. The event that \( i \) experiments is assumed to be independent from the event that the other agent playing this game in the opponent role \( j \), experiments. For every \( i \), let \( q_i(x_i \mid h) \) be the conditional probability that \( i \) chooses \( x_i \in X_i \), given that \( i \) experiments and the perturbed process is in state \( h \). Assume that \( q_i(x_i \mid h) \) is independent of \( t \) and \( q_i(x_i \mid h) > 0 \) for all \( x_i \in X_i \) and all \( h \). Suppose that the perturbed process is in state \( h \) at time \( t \). The probability is \( \varepsilon (1 - \varepsilon) \) that exactly one of the agents playing the game experiments and that the other does not. Conditional on this event, the transition probability of moving from \( h \) to \( h' \) is \( Q_{hh'}^{1} = q_i(x_i \mid h)p_j(x_j \mid h) \), where \( i \neq j \), if \( h' \) is a successor of \( h \) and \( x \) is the rightmost element of \( h' \) and \( Q_{hh'}^{1} = 0 \),
if $h'$ is not a successor of $h$. Similarly, $\epsilon^2$ is the probability that both drawn agents experiment. Conditional on this event, the transition probability of moving from $h$ to $h'$ is $Q^2_{hh'} = q_1(x_1 \mid h)q_2(x_2 \mid h)$, if $h'$ is a successor of $h$ and $x$ is the rightmost element of $h'$ and $Q^2_{hh'} = 0$, if $h'$ is not a successor of $h$. This gives the following transition probability of the perturbed Markov process:

$$P^m,s,\lambda,\epsilon_{hh'} = (1 - \epsilon)^2 P^m,s,\lambda,0_{hh'} + 2\epsilon(1 - \epsilon)Q^1_{hh'} + \epsilon^2 Q^2_{hh'}. \quad (1)$$

The process $P^m,s,\lambda,\epsilon$ is a denoted (perturbed) adaptive play with clever agents with memory $m$, sample size $s$, share $\lambda$ of clever agents in population 1 and error rate $\epsilon$.

As is usual in evolutionary models, two forces drive the perturbed Markov process. The first - $P^m,s,\lambda,0$ - is the selection rule. The second - $Q^1_{hh'}$ and $Q^2_{hh'}$ - is the mutation. Note that 1) if $\lambda = 0$, then $P^m,s,0,\epsilon$ is Young’s [9] adaptive learning, 2) if $\Gamma$ is the Nash bargaining game, we are in the framework of Saez-Marti and Weibull [4].

### 3. How cleverness does not matter

In this section, I discover when the introduction of a positive share $\lambda$ of clever agents does not change the long-run prediction of the model without clever agents, starting with useful definitions.

A **product set** of strategies is a set of form $C = C_1 \times C_2$, where each $C_i$ is a non-empty subset of $X_i$, $i = 1, 2$. Let $\Delta C_i$ denote the set of probability distributions over $C_i$, and let $\Delta C_1 \times \Delta C_2$ denote the product set of such distributions. Let $BR_i(C_j)$ denote the set of strategies in $X_i$ that are player $i$’s best replies to some distribution $p_j \in \Delta C_j$, $i \neq j$. Denote $BR(C) = BR_1(C_2) \times BR_2(C_1)$.

**Definition 1.** (Basu and Weibull [1]) A non-empty Cartesian product set $C = C_1 \times C_2 \subset X$ is closed under best replies (or $C$ is a curb set) if $BR(\Delta C_1 \times \Delta C_2) \subset C$. Such a set is a **minimal curb set** if it does not properly contain a curb set.

It is straightforward to show that $BR(\Delta C_1 \times \Delta C_2) = C$ for any minimal curb set $C$. Following Young [9], a **span** of a subset $H' \subseteq H = (X_1 \times X_2)^m$, denoted by $S(H')$, is the product set of all pure strategies that appear in some history in $H'$. $H'$ is a minimal curb configuration if its span is a minimal curb set.

We say that a **recurrent class** of the process $P^m,s,\lambda,0$ is a set of states such that there is zero probability of moving from any state in the class to any outside state and there is a positive probability of moving from any state in the class to any other state in the class.

I will work with generic games and need to introduce a generic condition, which is a common condition in economics models. For discussion of this issue see, for example, Samuelson [5, pp.30].
Given a two-player game $\Gamma$ on the finite strategy space $X_1 \times X_2$, let $BR_i^{-1}(x_i)$ denote the set of all probability mixtures $p_j \in \Delta_j = \Delta X_j$, where $j \neq i$, such that $x_i$ is a best reply to $p_j$. We will work with Young's [9] generic condition.

**Definition 2.** $\Gamma$ is a nondegenerate in best replies if for every player $i$ and every $x_i \in X_i$, either $BR_i^{-1}(x_i)$ is empty or contains a non-empty subset open in the relative topology of $\Delta_j$, where $j \neq i$.

The following result shows that a prediction in generic games for the unperturbed process $R^{m,s,\lambda,0}$ with $\lambda \in (0, 1)$ is the same as in Young [9] for the unperturbed process $R^{m,s,0,0}$. In other words, recurrent classes for process $R^{m,s,\lambda,0}$ are independent of $\lambda$.

**Theorem 1.** Let $\Gamma$ be a nondegenerate in best replies two-player game on the finite strategy space $X_1 \times X_2$. If $s/m$ is sufficiently small, the unperturbed process $R^{m,s,\lambda,0}$ converges to a minimal curb configuration with probability one.

**Proof:** See the Appendix.

If $\lambda = 1$, then Theorem 1 can fail. Consider the game in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>12,1</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>4,0</td>
<td>4,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>8,1</td>
<td>3,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1**

In this game, $A$ is a best reply to $a$ and $B$ a best reply to $b$. For any history $h$, an agent in player position 2 has three opportunities. She can have $a$ or $b$ as the only best reply to a sample of player 1 from history or she can be indifferent between $a$ and $b$. In the last case, we assume that an agent in player position 2 will randomize 50 : 50 between two choices. A clever agent in player position 1 will also calculate these three opportunities and play $A$ against $a$, $B$ against $b$, and $A$ in the third case. Hence, there are only strategies $A$ and $B$ in any sample of player 1 in the long-run if $\lambda = 1$. However, strategy $C$ also belongs to a minimal curb set, for it is a best reply to, for example, mixed strategy $\frac{3}{5}a + \frac{2}{5}b$.

A process is said to be irreducible if and only if there is a positive probability of moving from any state to any other state in a finite number of periods. We will need the following definitions:
Definition 3. (Young [10]) \(R(\varepsilon)\) is a regular perturbed Markov process if \(R(\varepsilon)\) is irreducible for every \(\varepsilon \in (0, \varepsilon^*)\), and for every state \(h, h' \in H\), \(R_{hh'}(\varepsilon)\) approaches \(R_{hh'}(0)\) at an exponential rate, i.e. \(\lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} R_{hh'}(\varepsilon) = R_{hh'}(0)\) and if \(R_{hh'}(\varepsilon) > 0\) for some \(\varepsilon > 0\), then \(0 < \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \frac{R_{hh'}(\varepsilon)}{R_{hh}(\varepsilon)} < \infty\) for some \(r_{h\to h'} > 0\). The real number \(r_{h\to h'}\) is the resistance of the transition \(h \to h'\).

Lemma 1. An adaptive play with clever agents is a regular perturbed Markov process.

Proof: \(R_{m,s,A,0}\) is a regular perturbed Markov process for the same reason as shown by Young [9] when he considers adaptive play. End of proof.

Definition 4. (Young [7]) Let \(\mu(\varepsilon)\) be the unique stationary distribution of an irreducible process \(R(\varepsilon)\). A state \(h\) is stochastically stable if \(\lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \mu_h(\varepsilon) > 0\).

Let process \(R_{m,s,\lambda,0}\) have recurrent classes \(E_1, \ldots, E_K\). For each pair of distinct recurrent classes, a \(pq\)-path is a sequence of states \(\zeta = (h_p, \ldots, h_q)\) beginning in \(E_p\) and ending in \(E_q\). The resistance of this path is the sum of the resistances on the edges composing it. Let \(r_{pq}\) be the least resistance over all \(pq\)-paths. Construct a complete directed graph with \(K\) vertices, one for each recurrent class. The weights on the directed edge \(E_p \to E_q\) is \(r_{pq}\). A tree rooted at \(E_l\) is a set of \(K - 1\) directed edges such that, from every vertex different from \(E_l\), there is a unique directed path in the tree to \(E_l\). The resistance of such a rooted tree \(\mathcal{Z}(E_l)\) is the sum of resistances \(r_{pq}\) on its \(K - 1\) edges. The stochastic potential \(\rho(E_l)\) of a recurrent class \(E_l\) is the minimum resistance over all trees rooted at \(E_l\). I will use the following result in the main theorem.

Theorem 2. (Young [9]) Let \(R(\varepsilon)\) be a regular perturbed Markov process and let \(\mu(\varepsilon)\) be the unique stationary distribution of \(R(\varepsilon)\) for \(\varepsilon > 0\). Then, \(\lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \mu(\varepsilon) = \mu(0)\) exists and is a stationary distribution of \(R(0)\). The stochastically stable states are precisely the states contained in the recurrent classes of \(R(\varepsilon)\), having minimum stochastic potential.

We are now in a position to state the main result.

Theorem 3. Let \(\Gamma\) be a nondegenerate in best replies two-player game on the finite strategy space \(X_1 \times X_2\). If \(s/m\) and \(\varepsilon\) are sufficiently small, \(s\) and \(m\) are sufficiently large and \(\lambda \in (0, 1)\), the perturbed process \(R_{m,s,\lambda,\varepsilon}\) puts arbitrarily high probability on the minimal curb configuration(s) that minimize the stochastic potential of the perturbed process \(R_{m,s,0,\varepsilon}\).
Proof: See the Appendix.

This theorem shows that strategies taken by agents in the two populations are the same for the perturbed process $R^{m,s,\lambda \varepsilon}$ with $\lambda \in (0,1)$ and the perturbed process $R^{m,s,0,\varepsilon}$, without clever agents. In other words, the same recurrent classes will be chosen in the long-run by the perturbed process $R^{m,s,\lambda \varepsilon}$ for all $\lambda \in [0,1)$. However, in the next section, it will be shown by means of an example that the distribution of strategies taken by agents in the two populations is different for different values of $\lambda$.

4. How cleverness matters

4.1. Intra-curb effects with $\lambda \in [0,1)$. Although the presence of clever agents does not influence the choice of the limiting curb set if $\lambda \in [0,1)$, as we saw in the previous section, I show here that it can influence the distribution of strategies inside the limiting curb configuration. This is clarified by means of the following example. Consider the Matching-Pennies game with the payoff matrix in Figure 2.

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
A & B \\
\hline
A & 1, -1 & -1, 1 \\
B & -1, 1 & 1, -1 \\
\end{array}
\]

\textbf{Figure 2}

Choose the parameters in adaptive learning with clever agents as follows: memory, $m = 2$; sample size, $s = 1$; proportion $\lambda \in [0,1]$ of clever agents in population 1.\footnote{For our purpose, we only need to consider case $\lambda \in [0,1)$.}

Each state can be represented by a $1 \times 4$ block of A's, B's, a's, and b's, where the first two squares represent the previous two strategies of the agent in population 1 and the last two represent the previous two strategies of the agent in population 2. For example, state $ABab$ means that the agent in population 1 chose $A$ two periods ago, and $B$ one period ago, while the agent in population 2 chose $a$ two periods ago, and $b$ one period ago. There are 16 possible states for the process.

The asymptotic properties of the finite Markov process $R^{m,s,\lambda \varepsilon}$ can be studied algebraically as follows. Let $z_1 = A A a, \ldots, z_{16} = B B b b$ be an enumeration of the states, let $R$ be a transition matrix of the Markov process $R^{m,s,\lambda \varepsilon}$ on the finite state space $(\{A, B\} \times \{a, b\})^2$, and let $\mu(\varepsilon, \lambda) = \left( \begin{array}{c} \mu_{z_1}(\varepsilon, \lambda) \\ \vdots \\ \mu_{z_{16}}(\varepsilon, \lambda) \end{array} \right)$ be a column vector of probability distribution on the finite state space $(\{A, B\} \times \{a, b\})^2$. Consider a
system of linear equations

\[ R \cdot \mu(\varepsilon, \lambda) = \mu(\varepsilon, \lambda), \quad \text{where } \mu(\varepsilon, \lambda) \geq 0 \text{ and } \sum_{t=1}^{16} \mu_{z_t}(\varepsilon, \lambda) = 1. \]  

(2)

It is well known that this system (for the irreducible process \( R_{m,s,\lambda,c} \)) always has exactly one solution \( \mu(\varepsilon, \lambda) \), called a stationary distribution of the process \( R_{m,s,\lambda,c} \). From Theorem 2, it follows that

\[ \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \mu(\varepsilon, \lambda) = \mu(0, \lambda), \]  

(3)

where \( \mu(0, \lambda) \) is the stationary distribution of \( R_{m,s,\lambda,0} \). Note that the process \( R_{m,s,\lambda,c} \) has only one recurrent class - the whole state space \( (\{A, B\} \times \{a, b\})^2 \) - and without loss of generality, we can only analyze the unperturbed process \( R_{m,s,\lambda,0} \). Solving the system of linear equations:

\[ R \cdot \mu(0, \lambda) = \mu(0, \lambda), \]  

(4)

gives the stationary distribution \( \mu(0, \lambda) \) for different values of \( \lambda \), where \( R \) is the matrix described in Figure 3. Empty squares in the matrix correspond to zeros. If an agent is indifferent between two pure strategies, then she is assumed to play either of them with equal probability.

Now, we can calculate the expected payoffs for both populations. It is enough only to consider the expected payoffs for the agent drawn from population 1 to play the game, since this is a zero-sum game.

A clever agent correctly predicts the only best reply of the other agent from population 2 if the agents in two last periods in population 1 played the same strategy. Hence, a clever agent always receives payoff \( u^c_1(\lambda, z_j) = 1 \) in the following 8 states: A\( Aaa \), A\( Aba \), A\( Abb \), B\( Baa \), B\( Bab \), B\( Bba \), B\( Bbb \). In the remaining 8 states, the expected payoff to a clever agent is zero. Therefore, the total expected payoff to a clever agent is

\[ u^c_1(\lambda) = \sum_{j=1}^{16} \mu_{z_j}(0, \lambda) u^c_1(\lambda, z_j) = \sum_{j=1}^{4} \mu_{z_j}(0, \lambda) + \sum_{j=13}^{16} \mu_{z_j}(0, \lambda) > 0, \]  

(5)

where \( z_1 = A\text{aaa}, ..., z_4 = A\text{abb} \), \( z_{13} = B\text{aaa}, ..., z_{16} = B\text{bbb} \).
A non-clever agent in population 1 plays a best reply to an opponent’s probability distribution in the sample. As a result of this behavior, she always receives payoff -1 in the following two states: \( AAaa \) and \( BBbb \), and payoff 1 in the following two states: \( AAbb \) and \( BBaa \). In the remaining 12 states, the expected payoff to a non-clever agent is zero. Therefore, the total expected payoff to a non-clever agent in population 1 is

\[
\mathbb{E}(A) = \sum_{j=1}^{16} \mu_{x_j}(0, \lambda) \mathbb{E}(A, z_j) = \mu_{z_1}(0, \lambda) - \mu_{z_4}(0, \lambda) - \mu_{z_{13}}(0, \lambda) + \mu_{z_{16}}(0, \lambda).
\]

The expected payoff to a clever agent is positive if at least one of the states \( z_1, \ldots, z_{13}, \ldots, z_{16} \) shows up in the stationary distribution \( \mu(0, \lambda) \), which is the case for any value of \( \lambda \in (0, 1] \). Hence, “cleverness” is an advantage in the Matching-Pennies game, because the expected payoff to a clever agent is higher than the expected payoff to a non-clever agent from the same population.\(^3\) What is the expected average payoff

\(^3\)In my view, it should be a general result that the expected payoff of the clever agent is equal to or higher than the expected payoff of the non-clever agent from the same population, inside any minimal curb set.
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of population 1? Figure 4 shows how the expected payoffs to a clever agent, a non-clever agent and population 1 (on average) depend on the share $\lambda$ of clever agents in population 1.

**Figure 4.**

There are different stationary distributions for different values of $\lambda$. The expected payoff to a non-clever agent in population 1 is negative and falling as the share of clever agents increases. The expected average payoff to population 1 is positive for $\lambda > 0$ and depends positively on the share of clever agents. Accordingly, all agents in population 2 earn a negative expected payoff, which is decreasing in $\lambda$. Clever agents outsmart agents from the other population. The larger is the share of clever agents in population 1, the smaller is the expected payoff to each clever agent. In this sense, the marginal return to cleverness is decreasing. Moreover, the presence of clever agents in population 1 imposes a negative externality on the non-clever agents in the same population.

4.2. **Clever population against non-clever population, $\lambda = 1$.** Consider an extreme case, where all agents in population 1 are clever. In this case, strategies that agents choose in the two populations may differ for the perturbed process $R^{m,s,1,c}$ with all clever agents in population 1 and the perturbed process $R^{m,s,0,c}$ without clever agents. The question now arises whether the clever agent who has more information about the opponent is better off than the non-clever agent. The answer depends
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on a game. The following examples illustrate this point. We start from the Strict Demand game and then compare that game with the Nash Demand game, studied in Saez-Martí and Weibull [4].

**The Strict Demand Game.** Consider two finite populations, 1 and 2, who periodically bargain pair-wise over their shares of a common pie. Let \( x \) denote the share of player 1, and let \( y \) denote the share of player 2. Suppose that all agents in population 1 have the same concave, increasing, and differentiable utility function, which is a function of the share \( x \)

\[
u : [0, 1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}, \tag{7}
\]

and all agents in population 2 have the same concave, increasing, and differentiable utility function as a function of the share \( y \)

\[
v : [0, 1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}. \tag{8}
\]

Without loss of generality, we can normalize \( u \) and \( v \) so that \( u(0) = v(0) = 0 \).

In each period \( t = 1, 2, \ldots \), one agent is drawn at random from each population. They play the Strict Demand Game, later SDG: player 1 demands some number \( x \in (0, 1] \), and simultaneously, player 2 demands some number \( y \in (0, 1] \). The outcomes and payoffs are as in Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demands</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Payoffs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x + y = 1 )</td>
<td>( x, y )</td>
<td>( u(x), v(y) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x + y \neq 1 )</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
<td>0, 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5**

To keep the state space finite, we shall discretize demands. Let a finite set \( D(\delta) = \{ \delta, 2\delta, \ldots, 1 - \delta \} \) be the space of demands. Furthermore, let \( P^{m,s,1} \) be an adaptive play with all clever agents in population 1. Let \( (x^t, y^t) \) denote the amounts demanded by the agents in population 1 and population 2 respectively in period \( t \). At the end of period \( t \), the state is

\[
h^t = ((x^{t-m+1}, y^{t-m+1}), \ldots, (x^t, y^t)). \tag{9}
\]

At the beginning of period \( t + 1 \), the current clever agent, playing the game, draws a sample of size \( s \) from the \( x \)-values in \( h^t \). Simultaneously and independently, the agent in population 2 also draws a sample of size \( s \) from the \( x \)-values in \( h^t \).
A conventional division is a state of the form

\[ h_x = ((x, 1 - x), ..., (x, 1 - x)) \],

where \( 0 < x < 1 \). We say that a division \((x, 1 - x)\) is stochastically stable for a given precision \( \delta \), if the corresponding convention \( h_x \) is stochastically stable.

**Definition 5.** The basin of attraction of state \( h \) is the set of states \( h' \) such that there is a positive probability of moving from \( h' \) to \( h \) in a finite number of periods under the unperturbed process \( R^{m,s,1,0} \).

For every real number \( r \), let \([r]\) denote the least integer greater than or equal to \( r \).

**Lemma 2.** For every \( x \in D(\delta) \), the minimum resistance of moving from convention \( h_x \) to a state in some other basin of attraction is \([sr_\delta(x)]\), where

\[ r_\delta(x) = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\delta}{v(1-x)}}. \]

**Proof:** See the Appendix.

**Lemma 3.** A division \((x, 1 - x)\) is stochastically stable if and only if \( x \) maximizes the function \( r_\delta(x) \) on \( D(\delta) \).

**Proof.** It follows from Theorem 2.

**Corollary 1.** The division \((\delta, 1 - \delta)\) is stochastically stable.

**Proof.** \( x \) maximizes the function \( r_\delta(x) \) on \( D(\delta) \) at \( x = \delta \). End of the proof.

The main result of this part follows immediately from the corollary.

**Proposition 1.** Assume all agents in population 1 to be clever. Then, for every \( \delta > 0 \), there exists one stable division, which converges to \((x, y) = (0, 1)\) as \( \delta \to 0 \).
The Nash Demand Game. In this subsubsection, I refresh an example analyzed by Saez-Marti and Weibull [4]: the Nash Demand Game. The set up is the same as in the case of the Strict Demand Game, but now players will also get a demanding part of the whole pie, if their common demand is less than 1. For the case $\lambda = 1$, Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] show that for any precision $\delta > 0$, there exist at least one and at most two stable divisions, and as $\delta \to 0$, they converge to $(x, y) = (1, 0)$.

5. 2 x 2 Coordination Games and Asymmetric Sampling
So far, agents have been assumed to have the same amount of information in the sense of having the same sample size. What happens if the two populations differ in sample sizes? In this section, I analyze this question for 2 x 2 Coordination Games by assuming that the agents in population 1 have sample size $s$ and the agents in population 2 have sample size $s'$. Let the error rate, $\varepsilon$, be the same for all agents, and let the memory, $m$, be the same for both populations and satisfy $m \geq \max \{2s, 2s'\}$. Altogether, these factors define a Markov process $R_{m,s,s',\lambda,\varepsilon}$ with memory $m$, sample sizes $s$ and $s'$, the share $\lambda$ of clever agents in population 1, and the error rate $\varepsilon$. We denote any game in this class of 2 x 2 games by $G$.

Several research studies have analyzed the question of which equilibrium would be observed in 2 x 2 coordination games in the long-run. Two papers, Kandori, Mailath, and Rob [3] and Young [7], pioneer this topic. I will compare my results with predictions from the existing literature. Young [7] shows that the stochastically stable states of the perturbed process $R_{m,s,s',0,\varepsilon}$ correspond one to one with the risk-dominant conventions.

Consider a two-player coordination game $G$ with payoff matrix in Figure 6.

$G$ is a Coordination Game with pure strategy Nash equilibria $(A, a)$ and $(B, b)$ if the following inequalities hold:

$$u_{Aa} > u_{Ba}, \quad u_{Bb} > u_{Ab}, \quad v_{Aa} > v_{Ab}, \quad v_{Bb} > v_{Ba}.$$  \hfill (11)

The following concept from Young [7] will play a crucial role in our study of 2 x 2 coordination games.

Definition 6. A convention is a state of the form $h_x = (x, x, \ldots, x)$, where $x$ is a strict Nash equilibrium of $G$. 
**Definition 7.** (Harsanyi and Selten [2]) Equilibrium \((A, a)\) is **risk-dominant** if
\[
(u_{Aa} - u_{Ba})(v_{Aa} - v_{Ab}) \geq (u_{Bb} - u_{Ab})(v_{Bb} - v_{Ba}).
\]

A convention \(h_x\) is said to be **risk-dominant** if the strict Nash equilibrium \(x\) is risk-dominant. It turns out that the risk-dominant convention is stochastically stable in Young’s [9] framework if \(s = s'\). The following proposition is a corollary of Theorems 1 and 3.

**Proposition 2.** If \(\max\{s, s'\} \leq m/2\), then from any initial state, the unperturbed process \(R^{m,s,s',\lambda,0}\) converges with probability one to a convention and locks in.

If \(\lambda \in (0, 1)\) and \(s = s'\), then Young’s [9] result holds. More precisely, if \(s/m \leq 1/2\), and \(s\) and \(m\) are sufficiently large, the stochastically stable states of the perturbed process \(R^{m,s,s',\lambda,\epsilon}\), as \(\epsilon \to 0\), correspond one to one with risk-dominant conventions.

Let us examine what happens if the first and the second populations have different sample sizes.

**Proposition 3.** Suppose that \(\lambda \in (0, 1)\), \(s < s'\), \(s'/m \leq 1/2\), and \(s\), \(s'\) and \(m\) are sufficiently large. Then, the stochastically stable states of the perturbed process \(R^{m,s,s',\lambda,\epsilon}\), as \(\epsilon \to 0\), correspond one to one with risk-dominant conventions.

**Proof:** See the Appendix.

The intuition behind this result is that if the sample size of population 1 is less than the sample size of population 2, then agents in population 1 need to make less mistakes to switch to another strategy. This means that the role of the first population becomes crucial for finding the minimum stochastic potential. In population 1, all agents have the same sample size and clever agents, as before, play a best reply to a best reply of an agent from population 2. In a 2 x 2 coordination game, a clever agent in population 1 chooses the same strategy as an agent in population 2, with positive probability. A clever agent thus needs the same number of mistakes to switch to another strategy as a non-clever agent in population 2, if their respective sample size is the same. Hence, we have returned to Young’s [7] framework.

Define
\[
\alpha = \frac{(u_{Aa} - u_{Ba})}{(u_{Aa} - u_{Ab} - u_{Ba} + u_{Bb})} \quad (12)
\]
and
\[
\beta = \frac{(v_{Aa} - v_{Ab})}{(v_{Aa} - v_{Ab} - v_{Ba} + v_{Bb})}. \quad (13)
\]
Proposition 4. Suppose that $\lambda \in (0,1)$, $s > s'$, $s/m \leq 1/2$, and $s$, $s'$ and $m$ are sufficiently large, and $\varepsilon$ sufficiently small. Then, the state $h_{(A,a)}$ of the perturbed process $R^{m,s,s',\lambda,\varepsilon}$ is stochastically stable if and only if

$$\min \{[\alpha s], [\beta s']\} \geq \min \{[(1-\alpha)s], [(1-\beta)s']\}. \quad (14)$$

Proof: See the Appendix.

What does proposition 3 say if the sample size $s \gg s'$? According to the proposition, the state $h_{(A,a)}$ is stochastically stable if and only if inequality (14) holds. For sufficiently large $s'$, the inequality becomes $\beta \geq 1 - \beta$. This means that only the payoffs of the agents in population 2 matter. If the sample size of the first population is “much larger” than the sample size of the second population, then the risk-dominant convention for population 2 will be stochastically stable.

Definition 8. The convention $h_{(A,a)}$ is risk-dominant for population 2 if:

$$v_{Aa} - v_{Ab} \geq v_{Bb} - v_{Ba}. \quad (15)$$

If inequality (15) is reversed, then convention $h_{(B,b)}$ is risk-dominant for population 2.

Observe that (15) is equivalent to

$$\beta \geq 1 - \beta. \quad (16)$$

The following proposition considers the extreme case when population 1 consists entirely of clever agents. It turns out that there is a discontinuity at this end of the spectrum: the whole population will move to the risk-dominant equilibrium of the population without clever agents.

Proposition 5. Assume that every agent in population 1 is clever. If $\max \{s, s'\} \leq m/2$, and $s$, $s'$ and $m$ are sufficiently large, the stochastically stable states of the perturbed process $R^{m,s,s',1,\varepsilon}$, as $\varepsilon \to 0$, correspond one to one with the risk-dominant convention(s) of the population without clever agents.

Proof: See the Appendix.
Corollary 2. Consider a two-player symmetric coordination game, $G^S$, with the following payoff matrix in Figure 7

$$
\begin{array}{c|cc}
  & a & b \\
\hline
A & u, u & c, d \\
B & d, c & v, v \\
\end{array}
$$

Figure 7

where $u > d$, $v > c$. Find $\alpha$ and $\beta$ from (12) and (13):

$$
\alpha = \frac{u - d}{u - d - c + v} = \beta. 
$$

This means that the stochastically stable state(s) of the perturbed process $R^{m,s,s',\lambda,\varepsilon}$ correspond(s) one to one with the risk-dominant convention(s), for any share of clever agents in population 1.

Corollary 3. If $d = c$ in (17), then a two-player symmetric coordination game becomes a two-player doubly symmetric coordination game.\(^4\) It follows straightforward that the stochastically stable state(s) of the perturbed process $R^{m,s,s',\lambda,\varepsilon}$ correspond(s) one to one with the Pareto dominant convention(s), for any share of clever agents in population 1.\(^5\)

The results for two-player $2 \times 2$ coordination games are summarized in Figure 8, showing the stochastically stable states for different $\lambda$, $s$, and $s'$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$s = s'$</th>
<th>$s &gt; s'$</th>
<th>$s &lt; s'$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda = 0$</td>
<td>risk-dominant</td>
<td>risk-dominant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda \in (0, 1)$</td>
<td>risk-dominant</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda = 1$</td>
<td>risk-dominant</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8

---

\(^4\)A symmetric two-player game is doubly symmetric if $A^T = A$, where $A$ is the symmetric payoff matrix. See also Weibull [6].

\(^5\)We say that convention $h_{(A,a)}$ is Pareto dominant if $u \geq v$, and convention $h_{(B,b)}$ is Pareto dominant if the reversed inequality holds.
1. risk-dominant means that the outcome is risk-dominant convention.

2. * means that the convention $h(A,a)$ is stochastically stable if inequality (14) holds. If inequality (14) is reversed, then the convention $h(B,b)$ is stochastically stable.

3. risk-dominant(2) means that the outcome is a risk-dominant convention for population 2.

The question now arises whether the population with more information about the opponent, population 1, is better off. The answer depends on the structure of the game.

Consider the following games in Figure 9, and the process $R^{m,s,s',A,e}$ with $s = s'$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Game 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Game 2

**Figure 9**

Then $(A,a)$ is a risk-dominant equilibrium and $h(B,b)$ is a risk-dominant convention for population 2 in both games. Hence, if $\lambda \in [0,1)$, then convention $h(A,a)$ is stochastically stable (Proposition 2), otherwise if $\lambda = 1$, then convention $h(B,b)$ is stochastically stable (Proposition 5). Cleverness (or $\lambda = 1$) is a disadvantage in Game 1 (the clever population switches from 3 in $h(A,a)$ to 1 in $h(B,b)$) and an advantage in Game 2 (the clever population switches from 3 in $h(A,a)$ to 5 in $h(B,b)$).

6. Concluding remarks

In this paper, I answer some questions asked in Saez-Marti and Weibull [4]. They study the consequences of letting some agents play a myopic best reply to the myopic best reply in Young’s [8] bargaining model, which is how they introduce ”cleverness” of players. Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] ask whether their results can be generalized. I use the ”cleverness” approach from their paper to analyze generic two-player games in Young’s [9] set-up. The resulting Markov process is denoted as an adaptive play with clever agents.

Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] prove that an introduction of any share of clever agents less than one in the special case will not change the long-run behavior for the Nash Demand Game. I have shown this result to be robust in generic two-player games: adaptive learning with clever agents will settle down in a minimal curb configuration,
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which minimizes the stochastic potential for adaptive learning without clever agents. However, the share of clever agents does matter inside the minimal curb configuration, as shown in the Matching-Pennies Game, where the gain of clever agents depends on the share of these agents in the population.

Furthermore, in the extreme case, if the share of clever agents equals one, then we have a discontinuity in the following sense. In the case of all clever agents in one of the populations, the stochastically stable states might differ from previous ones. Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] find this discontinuity for the Nash Demand Game.

I also study whether it is advantageous to be a member of the population consisting of clever agents only, and show the answer to be ambiguous even in coordination games. On the one hand, Saez-Marti and Weibull [4] show that the "clever" population gets the whole pie in the Nash Demand Game. On the other hand, in the Strict Demand Game, where two players must coordinate to get exactly the size of the pie, otherwise they both get nothing, the population without clever agents obtains the whole pie. Hence "cleverness" does not guarantee an advantage in general coordination games, even if all agents in one of the populations are clever.

I analyze the properties of 2 x 2 coordination games when agents have asymmetric information. It is a classical result (see Young [7] and Kandori, Mailath, and Rob [3] - the first, among others) for the symmetric setting that in the limiting case, when the mutation rate goes to zero, the risk-dominant equilibrium will be observed as the long-run outcome in such games. I prove that if the sample sizes are different in the two populations, the long-run outcome may differ from this prediction.

Appendix.

Proof of Theorem 1: This proof is similar to the proof in [9, Theorem 7.2]. We need only show that clever agents will change nothing.

Given a positive integer s, we say that the probability distribution $p_i \in \Delta_i$ has precision s if $s p_i$ is an integer for all $x_i \in X_i$. We shall denote the set of all such distributions by $\Delta_i^s$. For each subset $Y_i \subset X_i$, let $\Delta_i^s(Y_i)$ denote the set of distributions $p_i \in \Delta_i^s$ such that $p_i(x_i) > 0$ implies $x_i \in Y_i$. For each positive integer s, let $BR_i^s(X-i)$ be the set of pure-strategy best replies by a non-clever agent in population i to some product distribution $p-i \in \Delta_i(X-i) = \Delta_i^1(X_i)$. Similarly, $BR_i^s(Y-i)$ denotes the set of all best replies by a non-clever agent in population i to some product distribution $p-i \in \Delta_i(Y-i)$. Let $BR_i^s(X_1)$ be the set of pure-strategy best replies by a clever agent in population 1 to some product distribution $p_1 \in \Delta_1(X_1)$.

For each product set $Y$ and an agent in population i, define the mappings

$$\beta_i(Y) = Y_i \cup BR_i(Y-i) \quad \text{and} \quad \beta'_i(Y) = Y_1 \cup BR_1(Y_1),$$

(19)
and let \( \beta(Y) = [\beta_1(Y) \cup \beta'_1(Y)] \times \beta_2(Y) \), where \( \beta'_1(Y) \) is the mapping for the clever agents from population 1 and \( \beta_i(Y) \) is the mapping for the non-clever agent \( i \). Note that \( \beta(Y) = [\beta_1(Y) \cup BR_1(Y_1)] \times \beta_2(Y) \). Similarly, for each integer \( s \geq 1 \) let
\[
\beta'_1(Y) = Y_1 \cup BR'_1(Y_1) \quad \text{and} \quad \beta'_2(Y) = Y_1 \cup BR'_2(Y_1)
\] (20)
and
\[
\beta^s(Y) = [\beta'_1(Y) \cup \beta'_2(Y)] \times \beta_2(Y).
\] (21)

In the same way, as it appears in the proof in [9, Theorem 7.2], we can show that \( \beta^s(Y) = \beta(Y) \) for all sufficiently large \( s \).

Consider the process \( R^{m,s,\lambda,0} \). We show that if \( s \) is large enough and \( s/m \) is small enough, the spans of the recurrent classes correspond one to one with the minimal curb sets of game \( \Gamma \).

Fix a recurrent class \( E_k \) of \( R^{m,s,\lambda,0} \), and choose any \( h^0 \in E_k \) as the initial state. We shall show that the span of \( E_k \), \( S(E_k) \), is a minimal curb set. As shown in the proof in [9, Theorem 7.2], there is a positive probability of reaching a state \( h^1 \) where the most recent \( s \) entries involve a repetition of some fixed \( x^* \in X \), because there is a positive probability that a non-clever agent will be chosen from population 1 in every period. Note that \( h^1 \in E_k \), because \( E_k \) is a recurrent class. Let \( \beta^{(j)} \) denote the \( j \)-fold iteration of \( \beta \) and consider the nested sequence
\[
\{x^*\} \subseteq \beta(\{x^*\}) \subseteq \beta^{(2)}(\{x^*\}) \subseteq \ldots \subseteq \beta^{(j)}(\{x^*\}) \subseteq \ldots
\] (22)
Since \( X \) is finite, there exists some point at which this sequence becomes constant, say
\[
\beta^{(j)}(\{x^*\}) = \beta^{(j+1)}(\{x^*\}) = Y^*.
\] (23)
By construction, \( Y^* \) is a curb set.

The proof that \( Y^* \) is, in fact, a minimal curb set is the same as in the proof in [9, Theorem 7.2]. End of proof.

**Proof of Theorem 3**: It follows immediately from Theorems 1 that minimal curb configurations are recurrent classes of the regular perturbed Markov process \( R^{m,s,\lambda,\epsilon} \). By Theorem 2, one (or some) of this minimal curb configuration(s) is (are) stochastically stable. We must show that this minimal curb configuration is the same as in the absence of the clever agents.

Take any two recurrent classes, two minimal curb configurations, \( E_p \) and \( E_q \). Note that every mistake made in population 2 can only influence the behavior of the non-clever agents in population 1. It means that all mistakes made in population 2 have the same effect for both processes \( R^{m,s,\lambda,\epsilon} \) and \( R^{m,s,0,\epsilon} \).
Suppose that \( l \) mistakes in a row in population 1 are necessary to move process \( R_{m,s,0,e} \) from recurrent class \( E_p \) to recurrent class \( E_q \). The clever agents in process \( R_{m,s,\lambda,e} \) anticipate this. Hence, if there were less than \( l \) mistakes in population 1, then the clever agent in role 1 expects an agent in role 2 to play as if they are in recurrent class \( E_p \). There must be at least \( l \) mistakes in population 1 to change these expectations of the clever agent. It means that there must be at least \( l \) mistakes in population 1 to move process \( R_{m,s,\lambda,e} \) from recurrent class \( E_p \) to recurrent class \( E_q \). At the same time, there is a positive probability that only non-clever agents will be chosen from population 1 in every period. Therefore, it is enough to make exactly \( l \) mistakes in population 1 to move process \( R_{m,s,\lambda,e} \) from recurrent class \( E_p \) to recurrent class \( E_q \). End of proof.

**Proof of Lemma 2**: Suppose that the process is in the convention \( h_x \), where \( x \in D(\delta) \). Let \( \pi \) be a path of the least resistance from \( h_x \) to a state that is in some other basin of attraction. Clearly, \( \pi \) must pass through some state \( w \) such that some best reply of agent in population 2 to a sample from \( w \) is different from \( 1 - x \). Let \( w \) be the first such a state.

To compute the least number of mistakes necessary to exit from convention \( h_x \), it suffices to consider, for every \( x' \neq x \), the least number of initial mistakes \( x' \) by the agents in population 1 that will cause an agent in population 2 to reply with \( 1 - x' \). The number of mistakes in population 2 does not matter in this setting, because both agents only look at the \( x \)-values in \( h_x \).

Choose an arbitrary \( x' \neq x \). Suppose that the agents in population 1 make \( j \) successive demands of \( x' \) that cause some agent’s best reply in population 2 to switch to \( 1 - x' \) instead of \( 1 - x \). We can assume that \( j \leq s \). When the agent in population 2 samples these \( j \) mistaken demands \( x' \), together with \( s - j \) of the previous "conventional" demands \( x \), she switches to \( 1 - x' \) provided that

\[
\frac{j}{s} v(1-x') \geq \frac{s-j}{s} v(1-x),
\]

that is

\[
j \geq \frac{v(1-x)}{v(1-x') + v(1-x)s}.
\]

Over all feasible \( x' \neq x \), the minimum value of \( j \) occurs when \( x' = \delta \) and

\[
j = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{s(1-\delta)}{v(1-x)}}.\]
Hence, the lowest number of mistakes to exit from the $h_x$-basin of attraction is $[sr_x(x)]$, where

$$r_x(x) = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{v(1-x)}{v(1-x)}}.$$ 

This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

**Proof of Propositions 3 and 4:** It is straightforward to show that the resistances to transiting between the absorbing states $h_{(A,a)}$ and $h_{(B,b)}$ are

$$r^{s,s'}_{Aa \rightarrow Bb} = \min \{[\alpha s], [\beta s'], [\beta s]\} \quad (24)$$

and

$$r^{s,s'}_{Bb \rightarrow Aa} = \min \{[(1 - \alpha)s], [(1 - \beta)s'], [(1 - \beta)s]\}, \quad (25)$$

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are from (12) and (13).

The last terms $[\beta s]$ and $[(1 - \beta)s]$ appear because of the clever agents in population 1, with sample size $s$, who imitate the behavior of an agent in population 2 in a $2 \times 2$ coordination game.

By Theorem 2, $h_{(A,a)}$ is stochastically stable if and only if

$$r^{s,s'}_{Aa \rightarrow Bb} \geq r^{s,s'}_{Bb \rightarrow Aa}. \quad (26)$$

Let $s > s'$, then we have

$$r^{s,s'}_{Aa \rightarrow Bb} = \min \{[\alpha s], [\beta s'], [\beta s]\} = \min \{[\alpha s], [\beta s']\} \quad (27)$$

and

$$r^{s,s'}_{Bb \rightarrow Aa} = \min \{[(1 - \alpha)s], [(1 - \beta)s'], [(1 - \beta)s]\} = \min \{[(1 - \alpha)s], [(1 - \beta)s']\}, \quad (28)$$

which is exactly the statement of proposition 4.

If $s < s'$, then for sufficiently large $s$

$$r^{s,s'}_{Aa \rightarrow Bb} = \min \{[\alpha s], [\beta s'], [\beta s]\} = \min \{[\alpha s], [\beta s]\} = s \min \{\alpha, \beta\} \quad (29)$$

and
Clever agents in adaptive learning

\[ r_{Bb \rightarrow Aa}^{s,s'} = \min \{ [ (1 - \alpha) s ], [ (1 - \beta) s' ], [ (1 - \beta) s ] \} = s \min \{ (1 - \alpha), (1 - \beta) \}. \] (30)

What does it mean that

\[ \min \{ \alpha, \beta \} \geq \min \{ (1 - \alpha), (1 - \beta) \} \] (31)

from a "risk-dominance" point of view? Suppose that \( \min \{ \alpha, \beta \} = \alpha \).

Hence,

\[ \min \{ (1 - \alpha), (1 - \beta) \} = 1 - \beta. \] (33)

Find the domain where (31), (32), (33) and \( 0 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 1 \) hold. We have the following inequalities:

\[ \alpha + \beta \geq 1 \] (34)

and

\[ 0 \leq \alpha \leq \beta \leq 1. \] (35)

Suppose now that

\[ \min \{ \alpha, \beta \} = \beta. \] (36)

Hence,

\[ \min \{ (1 - \alpha), (1 - \beta) \} = 1 - \alpha. \] (37)

Find the domain where (31), (36), (37) and \( 0 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 1 \) hold. We get the following inequalities:

\[ \alpha + \beta \geq 1 \] (38)

and

\[ 0 \leq \beta \leq \alpha \leq 1. \] (39)
Hence, the inequality
\[
\min \{\alpha, \beta\} \geq \min \{(1 - \alpha), (1 - \beta)\}
\]  
(40)
is equivalent to inequalities
\[
\alpha + \beta \geq 1, \ 0 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 1.
\]  
(41)
By definition, equilibrium \((A, a)\) is risk-dominant if
\[
\alpha \beta \geq (1 - \alpha)(1 - \beta), \ 0 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 1,
\]  
(42)
or
\[
\alpha + \beta \geq 1, \ 0 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 1,
\]  
(43)
which is exactly inequalities (41), and the statement of proposition 3 follows immediately. End of proof.

Proof of proposition 5: As in the proof of the previous proposition, it is straightforward to show that the resistances of transitions between the absorbing states \(h_{(A, a)}\) and \(h_{(B, b)}\) for sufficiently large \(s\) and \(s'\) are
\[
r_{Aa \rightarrow Bb}^{s,s'} = \min \{[\beta s'], [\beta s]\} = \beta \min \{s', s\}
\]  
(44)
and
\[
r_{Bb \rightarrow Aa}^{s,s'} = \min \{[(1 - \beta)s'], [(1 - \beta)s]\} = (1 - \beta) \min \{s', s\}.
\]  
(45)
Note that there are only clever agents in population 1 and therefore, the sample of population 2 is irrelevant.

The convention \(h_{(A, a)}\) is stochastically stable if and only if
\[
r_{Aa \rightarrow Bb}^{s,s'} \geq r_{Bb \rightarrow Aa}^{s,s'},
\]  
(46)
or
\[
\beta \geq 1 - \beta.
\]  
(47)
This means, see (16), that the convention \(h_{(A, a)}\) is risk-dominant for population 2.

The same logic can be used if the convention \(h_{(B, b)}\) is stochastically stable. Hence, the stochastically stable state(s) of the perturbed process \(R^{m,s,s',1,s}\) correspond one to one with the risk-dominant convention(s) of population 2. End of proof.
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ABSTRACT. In this paper we model an evolutionary process with perpetual random shocks, where individuals sample population-specific strategy and payoff realizations and imitate the most successful behavior. For finite n-player games we prove that in the limit, as the perturbations tend to zero, only strategy-tuples in minimal sets closed under the better-reply graph will be played with positive probability. If the strategy-tuples in one such minimal set have strictly higher payoffs than all outside strategy-tuples, then the strategy-tuples in this set will be played with probability one in the limit, provided the minimal set is a product set.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In most game-theoretical models of learning, the agents are assumed to know a great deal about the structure of the game, such as their own payoff function and all players' available strategies. However, for many applications this assumption is neither reasonable nor necessary. In many cases agents may not even be aware that they are playing a game. Moreover, equilibrium play may be achieved even with agents who have very little knowledge of the game. This observation was made already in 1950 by John F. Nash. In his unpublished Ph.D. thesis (1950), he referred to it as "the 'mass-action' interpretation of equilibrium points." Under this interpretation "it is
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unnecessary that the participants have full knowledge of the total structure of the game, or the ability and inclination to go through any complex reasoning processes. But the participants are supposed to accumulate empirical information on the relative advantages of the various pure strategies at their disposal."

In the present paper we develop a model in this spirit, where individuals are only required to know their own available strategies and a sample of the payoffs that a subset of these strategies have earned in the past. In spite of this weak assumption, our model predicts equilibrium play in many games. We use an evolutionary framework with perpetual random shocks similar to Young (1993), but our assumption of individual behavior is different from his. Whereas the individuals in his model play a myopic best reply to a sample distribution of their opponents' strategies, the individuals in our model imitate other agents in their own population. Imitational behavior has both experimental, empirical, and theoretical support. For experimental support of imitation see for example Huck et al. (1999, 2000) and Duffy and Feltovich (1999), for empirical support see Graham (1999), Wermers (1999), and Griffiths et al. (1998), and for theoretical support see Björnerstedt and Weibull (1996) and Schlag (1998, 1999).

More specifically we assume that in every period individuals are drawn at random from each of \( n \) arbitrary-size populations to play a finite \( n \)-player game. Each of these individuals observes a sample from a finite history of her population's past strategy and payoff realizations. She thereafter imitates by choosing the most attractive strategy in her sample. This could for instance be the strategy with the highest average payoff, or the strategy with the highest maximum payoff.\(^1\)\(^2\) With some small probability the individuals also make errors or experiment, and instead choose any strategy at random from their set of strategies.\(^3\) This results in an ergodic Markov process, which we denote imitation play, on the space of histories. We study the stationary distribution of this process as the experimentation probability tends to zero.

Imitation in a stochastic setting has previously been studied by Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996), who modify the framework of Kandori et al. (1993) to allow for random matching. More precisely, they assume that agents each period are randomly matched for a finite number of rounds and tend to adopt the strategy with the highest

\(^1\)In the special case when each population consists of only one individual, this behavior can be interpreted as a special kind of reinforcement learning.

\(^2\)This behavior is related to one of the interpretations of individual behavior in Osborne and Rubinstein (1998), where each individual first samples each of her available strategies once and then chooses the strategy with the highest payoff realization.

\(^3\)An alternative interpretation, which provides a plausible rationale for experimentation and is consistent with the knowledge of agents in the model, is that if and only if the sample does not contain all available strategies, then with a small probability the individual instead picks a strategy not included in the sample at random.
average payoff across the population. Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996) assume either single- or two-population structures and obtain results for symmetric $2 \times 2$ games and 2-player games of common interest.

However, our model differs considerably from this and other stochastic learning models, and has several advantages. First, we are able to prove general results, applicable to any finite $n$-player game, about the limiting distribution of imitation play. We are thus not restricted to the two classes of games in Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996), or even to a generic class of games, as in Young (1998). Second, we find that this distribution has some interesting properties. For instance, it puts probability one on an efficient set of outcomes in a large class of $n$-player games. Third, the speed of convergence of our process is relatively high. We show that in $2 \times 2$ Coordination Games, for small experimentation probabilities the expected first passage time may be considerably shorter than in Young (1993), Kandori et al. (1993), and Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996).

The perturbed version of imitation play is a regular perturbed Markov process. This implies that the methods employed by Young (1993) can be used to calculate the states that will be played with positive probability by the stationary distribution of the process as the experimentation probability tends to zero, the stochastically stable states. We prove three results which facilitate this calculation and enable us to characterize the set of such states. These results hold in finite $n$-player games provided the information available to the agents is sufficiently incomplete and their sample size is sufficiently large.

First, we show that from any initial state the unperturbed version of imitation play converges to a state which is a repetition of a single strategy-tuple. For this reason we denote such states conventions. Hence, the stochastically stable states of the process belong to the set of conventions. Note that our definition of a convention differs from Young's (1993) in that it does not require the repeated strategy-tuple to be a strict Nash equilibrium.

Second, we prove that in the limit, as the experimentation probability tends to zero in the perturbed process, only strategy-tuples in particular subsets of the strategy-space are played with positive probability. These sets, which we denote minimal constructions, are defined in the following way. By drawing directed edges from each strategy-tuple to strategy-tuples which gives exactly one of the players at least as high payoff, a better-reply graph is obtained. We define a construction as a set of strategy-tuples from which there are no outgoing such edges. A minimal construction is a minimal set with this property. Minimal constructions are similar to Sobel's (1993) definition of non-equilibrium evolutionary stable (NES) sets for 2-player games and to what Nöldeke and Samuelson (1993) call locally stable components in their analysis of extensive form games. They are also closely related to minimal sets closed under better
replies (Ritzberger and Weibull, 1995). We show that every minimal set closed under better replies contains a minimal construction and that if a minimal construction is a product set, then it is also a minimal set closed under better replies. The relationship between minimal constructions and the limiting distribution of imitation play should be contrasted with Young's (1998) finding that adaptive play for generic games selects strategy-tuples in minimal sets closed under best replies.

Finally, we show that in a certain class of games, imitation play selects efficient outcomes. If the strategy-tuples in a minimal construction have strictly higher payoffs than all outside strategy-tuples, then the strategy-tuples in this set will be played with probability one in the limit, provided the minimal construction is a product set. This is a generalization of Robson and Vega-Redondo's (1996) result that a Pareto-dominant strategy-tuple under certain conditions corresponds to a unique stochastically stable state in 2-player games of common interest.

Applied to 2 × 2 games these three results give clear predictions. In Coordination Games where one equilibrium strictly Pareto dominates the other, imitation play selects the strictly Pareto-superior Nash-equilibrium. This result differs sharply from the predictions in Young's (1993) and Kandori et al. (1993) models, where the stochastically stable states correspond to the risk-dominant equilibria, but it is consistent with the predictions of Robson and Vega-Redondo's (1996) model for symmetric Coordination Games. However, if neither equilibria Pareto dominates the other, the latter model may select the risk-dominant equilibrium, whereas both of the equilibria are played with positive probability on in our model. In games without pure Nash-equilibria all of the four conventions are stochastically stable.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the unperturbed and perturbed versions of imitation play. In Section 3 we derive general results for the limiting distribution of the process. In Section 4 we investigate some of the properties of our solution concept, the minimal construction. In Section 5 we apply our results to 2 × 2 games and compare our findings to those in previous literature. In Section 6 we conclude.

2. THE MODEL

The model we describe below is similar to Young (1993), but the sampling procedure is modified and the agents in our model employ a different decision-rule. Let $\Gamma$ be a $n$-player game in strategic form and let $X_i$ be the finite set of pure strategies $x_i$ available to player $i \in \{1, ..., n\} = N$. Define the product sets $X = \prod_i X_i$ and $\Sigma = \prod_i \Delta_i$, where $\Delta_i = \{p \in R_{+}^{X_i} \mid p'1 = 1\}$ is the simplex of individual strategies. Let $C_1, ..., C_n$ be $n$ finite and non-empty populations of agents. These populations need not be of the same size, nor need they be large. Each member of population $C_i$ is a candidate to play role $i$ in the game $\Gamma$. All agents in population $C_i$ have payoffs
represented by the utility function $\pi_i : X \rightarrow \Pi_i$, where $\Pi_i \subset \mathbb{R}$. Expected payoffs are represented by the function $u_i : \Delta \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$. Note that we write "players" when referring to the game $\Gamma$ and "agents" or "individuals" when referring to the members of the populations.

Play proceeds as follows. Let $t = 1, 2, \ldots$ denote successive time periods. The game $\Gamma$ is played once every period. In period $t$, one agent is drawn at random from each of the $n$ populations and assigned to play the corresponding role. An individual in role $i$ chooses a pure strategy $x_t^i$ from a subset of her strategy space $X_i$ according to a rule that will be defined below. The strategy-tuple $x^t = (x_1^t, \ldots, x_n^t)$ is recorded and referred to as play at time $t$. The history of plays up to time $t$ is the sequence $h^t = (x_{t-m+1}^t, \ldots, x^t)$, where $m$ is a given positive integer, the memory size of all individuals.

Let $h$ be an arbitrary history. Denote by $w_i = (x_i^{k_1}, \ldots, x_i^{k_s}) \in X_i^s$ a sample of $s$, $1 \leq s \leq m$, elements from the $m$ most recent strategy choices by individuals in population $C_i$ and by $v_i = (\pi_i^{k_1}, \ldots, \pi_i^{k_s}) \in \Pi_i^s$ the corresponding payoff realizations. For any history $h$, the maximum average correspondence, $\alpha_i : X_i^s \times \Pi_i^s \rightarrow X_i$, maps each pair of strategy sample $w_i$ and payoff sample $v_i$ to the strategy (or the set of strategies) with the highest average payoff in the sample. Following Young (1993), we can think of the sampling process as beginning in period $t = m + 1$ from some arbitrary initial sequence of $m$ plays $h^m$. In this period and every period thereafter, each agent in player position $i$ inspects a pair $(w_i, v_i)$ and plays a strategy $x_i \in \alpha_i(w_i, v_i)$. This defines a finite Markov process on the finite state space $H = X_m^s$ of histories. Given a history $h^t = (x_{t-m+1}^t, \ldots, x^t)$ at time $t$, the process moves in the next period to a state of the form $h^{t+1} = (x_{t-m+2}^t, \ldots, x^t, x_{t+1}^t)$. Such a state is called a successor of $h^t$. The process moves from the current state $h$ to a successor state $h'$ in each period according to the following transition rule. For each $x_i \in X_i$, let $p_i(x_i \mid h)$ be the probability that agent $i$ chooses strategy $x_i$. We assume $p_i(x_i \mid h) > 0$ if and only if there exists a sample of population-specific strategy choices $w_i$ and payoff outcomes $v_i$, such that $x_i \in \alpha_i(w_i, v_i)$. If $x$ is the rightmost element of $h'$, the probability of moving from $h$ to $h'$ is $B_{h, h'}^{m,s,0} = \prod_{i=1}^{n} p_i(x_i \mid h)$ if $h'$ is a successor of $h$ and $B_{h, h'}^{m,s,0} = 0$ if $h'$ is not a successor of $h$. We call the process $B^{m,s,0}$ imitation play with memory $m$ and sample size $s$.

As an example consider imitation play with memory $m = 6$ and sample size $s = 3$. 4Actually, utility functions need not be identical within each population for any of the results in this paper. It is sufficient if each agent's utility function is a positive affine transformation of a population-specific utility function.
in the $2 \times 3$ game in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>3,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1**

Let $h = ((A, a), (B, a), (A, b), (B, b), (A, c), (B, c))$ be the initial history. Assume that the individual in the row player position (player 1) draws the last three plays from this history, such that $w_1 = (B, A, B)$ and $v_1 = (1, 3, 0)$. This gives an average payoff of 3 to strategy $A$ and 1/2 to strategy $B$. Hence, the individual in the row player position will choose strategy $A$ in the next period. Further assume the individual in the column player position (player 2) draws the first three plays, such that $w_2 = (a, a, b)$ and $v_2 = (2, 0, 0)$. This gives an average payoff of 1 to strategy $a$ and 0 to strategy $b$. Since strategy $c$ is not included in the sample it cannot be chosen. Hence, the column player will choose strategy $a$ in the next period. Altogether this implies that the unperturbed process will move to the state $h' = ((B, a), (A, b), (B, b), (A, c), (B, c), (A, a))$ in the next period.

The perturbed process can be described as follows. In each period there is some small probability $\varepsilon > 0$ that each individual $i$ drawn to play chooses a strategy at random from $X_i$ instead of according to the imitation rule. The event that $i$ experiments is assumed to be independent of the event that $j$ experiments for every $j \neq i$ and across time periods. For every $i$ let $q_i(x_i | h)$ be the conditional probability that $i$ chooses $x_i \in X_i$, given that $i$ experiments and the process is in state $h$. We assume that $q_i(x_i | h) > 0$ for all $x_i \in X_i$. Suppose that the process is in state $h$ at time $t$. Let $D \subset N$ be any subset of $d$ player positions. The probability is $\varepsilon^d(1 - \varepsilon)^{n-d}$ that exactly the individuals drawn to play the positions in $D$ experiment and the others do not. Conditional on this event the transition probability of moving from $h$ to $h'$ is $Q_{hh'}^D = \prod_{i \in D} q_i(x_i | h) \prod_{i \not\in D} p_i(x_i | h)$ if $h'$ is a successor of $h$ and $x$ is the rightmost element of $h'$ and $Q_{hh'}^D = 0$ if $h'$ is not a successor of $h$. This gives the following transition probability of the perturbed Markov process, similar to equation (2) in Young (1993, p. 67):

$$B_{hh'}^{m,s,\varepsilon} = (1 - \varepsilon)^n B_{hh'}^{m,s,0} + \sum_{D \subset N, D \neq \emptyset} \varepsilon^{|D|} (1 - \varepsilon)^{|N \setminus D|} Q_{hh'}^D.$$  

(1)

The process $B_{hh'}^{m,s,\varepsilon}$ is denoted *imitation play with memory $m$, sample size $s$, and experimentation probabilities $\varepsilon$.*
3. STOCHASTIC STABILITY IN FINITE GAMES

In this section we turn our attention to the limiting distribution of imitation play as the experimentation probability tends to zero. We first show that we can apply some of the tools in Young (1993) to calculate this distribution. We thereafter prove that it puts positive probability only on the strategy-tuples in particular subsets of the strategy-space.

3.1. Preliminaries. In what follows we will make use of the following definitions. A recurrent class of the process $B^{m,s,0}$ is a set of states such that there is zero probability of moving from any state in the class to any state outside, and there is a positive probability of moving from any state in the class to any other state in the class. We call a state $h'$ absorbing if it constitutes a singleton recurrent class. We refer to a state $h_x = (x, x, ..., x)$, where $x$ is any strategy-tuple from $X$, as a convention. In other words, a convention is a state where the individuals in each player position played the same strategy during last $m$ periods. If each player $i$ has $|X_i| \geq 1$ strategies in the game $\Gamma$, then there are $|X| = \prod_i |X_i|$ conventions in this game. The following result shows that conventions correspond one to one with the recurrent classes of imitation play.

**Theorem 1.** All conventions are absorbing states of the unperturbed process $B^{m,s,0}$. If $s/m$ is sufficiently small, the process converges with probability one to a convention.

**Proof:** It is evident that for $s$ such that $1 \leq s \leq m$, any convention is an absorbing state, since any sample from a convention will contain only one strategy. We shall prove that if $s/m \leq 1/2$, then the conventions are the only recurrent classes of the unperturbed process. Consider an arbitrary initial state $h_t = (x_{t-s+1}, ..., x_t)$. If $s/m \leq 1/2$ there is a positive probability that all agents drawn to play sample from $x_{t-s+1}, ..., x_t$ (i.e. $i$, for $i \in N$, sample $x_{i,t-s+1}, ..., x_{i,t}$ and $\pi_{i,t-s+1}, ..., \pi_{i,t}$) in every period from $t + s$ to $t + m$ inclusive. All of them play the strategy with the highest average payoff in their sample. Assume without loss of generality that this is a unique strategy $x_t^*$ for each of the player positions (if there are more than one strategy all of them have positive probability according to the assumptions). With positive probability all the agents drawn to play thereafter sample only from plays more recent than $x_t^*$ in every period from $t + s + 1$ to $t + m$ inclusive. Since all of these samples have the form $w_i^* = (x_i^*, ..., x_i^*)$ and $\nu_i^* = (\pi_i^*, ..., \pi_i^*)$, the unique strategy with the highest payoff in the sample is $x_i^*$. Hence, there is a positive probability of at time $t + m$

---

\(^5\)Note that this definition differs from Young’s (1993) definition of a convention, in that it does not require $x$ to be a strict Nash equilibrium. Our definition corresponds to what Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996) denote a monomorphic or pure state.
obtaining a history \( h^{t+m} = (x^*, ..., x^*) \), a convention. It follows that for \( s/m \leq 1/2 \) the only recurrent classes of the unperturbed process are the conventions. \( Q.E.D. \)

Lemma 1 below implies that Theorem 3.1 in Young (1998, p. 56) applies to imitation play. This theorem, with a slightly modified notation, is referred to as Theorem 2 in this paper.

**Definition 1.** (Young, 1998) \( B^{m,s,c} \) is a regular perturbed Markov process if \( B^{m,s,c} \) is irreducible for every \( \varepsilon \in (0, \varepsilon^*) \), and for every states \( h, h' \), \( B^{m,s,c}_t \) approaches \( B^{m,s,0}_t \) at an exponential rate, i.e. \( \lim_{t \to 0} B^{m,s,c}_{th} = B^{m,s,0}_{th} \) and if \( B^{m,s,c}_h > 0 \) for some \( h \), then \( 0 < \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} B^{m,s,c}_{hh'} \) for some \( r_{hh'} > 0 \). The real number \( r_{hh'} \) is called the resistance of the transition from \( h \) to \( h' \).

**Lemma 1.** Imitation play is a regular perturbed Markov process.

**Proof:** See the Appendix.

**Definition 2.** (Young, 1993) Let \( \mu^\varepsilon \) be the unique stationary distribution of an irreducible process \( B^{m,s,c} \). A state \( h \) is stochastically stable if \( \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \mu^\varepsilon(h) > 0 \).

Let an unperturbed Markov process \( B^{m,s,0} \) with \( s/m \leq 1/2 \) have recurrent classes/conventions \( h_1, ..., h_{|X|} \) (according to Theorem 1 there is a one to one correspondence between the recurrent classes and the conventions for \( s/m \leq 1/2 \)). For each pair of distinct recurrent classes, an \( xy \)-path is a sequence of states \( \zeta = (h_x, ..., h_y) \) that begins in \( h_x \) and ends in \( h_y \). The resistance of this path is the sum of the resistances on the edges that compose it. Let \( r_{xy} \) be the least resistance over all \( xy \)-paths. Construct a complete directed graph with \( |X| \) vertices, one for each recurrent class. The weights on the directed edge \( h_x \to h_y \) is \( r_{xy} \). A tree rooted at \( h_x \) is a set of \( |X| - 1 \) directed edges such that, from every vertex different from \( h_x \), there is a unique directed path in the tree to \( h_x \). The resistance of such a rooted tree \( T(x) \) is the sum of the resistances \( r_{x'x''} \) on the \( |X| - 1 \) edges that compose it. The stochastic potential \( \rho(x) \) of a recurrent class \( h_x \) is the minimum resistance over all trees rooted at \( h_x \).

**Theorem 2.** (Young, 1998) Let \( B^{m,s,c} \) be a regular perturbed Markov process and let \( \mu^\varepsilon \) be the unique stationary distribution of \( B^{m,s,c} \) for \( \varepsilon > 0 \). Then \( \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \mu^\varepsilon = \mu^0 \) exists, and is a stationary distribution of \( B^{m,s,0} \). The stochastically stable states are precisely those states that are contained in the recurrent classes of \( B^{m,s,0} \) having minimum stochastic potential.
In order to illustrate how to calculate the stochastic potential under imitation play, we present an example of a 2-player game. In the game in Figure 2, every player has three strategies, labeled $A$, $B$ and $C$ for the first player and $a$, $b$ and $c$ for the second player. The game has one strict Nash equilibrium $(A,a)$, where both players gain less than in a mixed equilibrium with the probability mixture 1/2 on $B(b)$ and 1/2 on $C(c)$ for the first (second) player.\footnote{There is also a third equilibrium, $(\left(\frac{2}{3}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{3}\right), \left(\frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{3}\right))$.}

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
  \hline
  & $a$ & $b$ & $c$ \\
  \hline
  $A$ & 1,1 & 0,0 & 0,0 \\
  $B$ & 0,0 & 3,2 & 0,3 \\
  $C$ & 0,0 & 0,3 & 3,2 \\
  \hline
\end{tabular}  

\textbf{Figure 2}

The conventions $h_{(B,b)}$ and $h_{(C,c)}$ are Pareto superior to convention $h_{(A,a)}$. Denote by $x_1 \in \{A, B, C\}$ some strategy choice by player 1 and $x_2 \in \{a, b, c\}$ some strategy choice by player 2. To find the stochastically stable conventions, construct directed graphs with nine vertices, one for each convention. In Figure 3 we illustrate two such trees. The numbers in the squares correspond to the resistances of the directed edges and the numbers in the circles represent the payoffs associated with the conventions. It is easy to check that for $s > 2$, $\rho(A,a) = 8$ and all other conventions have a stochastic potential of 9. Hence convention $h_{(A,a)}$ is \textit{stochastically stable}.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3.png}
\caption{Minimum-resistance trees rooted at $h_{(A,a)}$ and $h_{(B,b)}$ respectively.}
\end{figure}

\subsection*{3.2. Sets of Stochastically Stable States.} In this subsection we will show that the stochastically stable states of imitation play correspond to strategy-tuples in particular subsets of the strategy-space. In order to do this we need to introduce
some new concepts. Given a $n$-player game $\Gamma$ with finite strategy space $X = \prod X_i$, associate each strategy-tuple $x \in X$ with the vertex of a graph. Draw a directed edge from vertex $x$ to vertex $x'$ if and only if:

i) there exists exactly one player $i$ such that $x_i \neq x'_i$, $u_i(x'_i, x_{-i}) \geq u_i(x)$ and

ii) there does not exist $x''_i \neq x_i$ and $x''_i \neq x'_i$ such that $u_i(x''_i, x_{-i}) > u_i(x'_i, x_{-i}) > u_i(x)$.

Call the graph that is obtained in this manner the better-reply graph of game $\Gamma$. A better-reply path is a sequence of the form $x^0, x^1, \ldots, x^k$ such that each pair $(x^i, x^{i+1})$ corresponds to a directed edge in the better-reply graph. A sink is a vertex with no outgoing edges. Clearly, $x$ is a sink if and only if it is a strict Nash equilibrium. A better-reply graph can also contain directed cycles.

Figure 4 shows the better-reply graph for a game with two sinks - $(C, a)$ and $(B, b)$. The basin of a sink is the set of all vertices from which there exists a directed path ending at that sink. Note that a vertex may be in several basins simultaneously. For example, $(B, a)$ is in the basin of $(C, a)$ and also in the basin of $(B, b)$.

**Lemma 2.** If $x$ and $x'$ are vertices of the better-reply graph of game $\Gamma$ and there exists a directed edge from vertex $x$ to vertex $x'$, then the following inequality holds for the stochastic potentials $\rho(x)$ and $\rho(x')$ of the conventions $h_x$ and $h_{x'}$ respectively:

$$\rho(x) \geq \rho(x').$$

---

7Condition ii) is included only for ease of exposition. The omission of this condition would complicate notation considerably without changing our results.
PROOF: Suppose the claim is false, such that $\rho(x) < \rho(x')$. Note that $\rho(x)$ is the minimum resistance over all trees rooted at the state $h_x$. Construct a new tree rooted at $h_{x'}$ by taking (one of) the tree(s) with minimum resistance rooted at $h_x$, adding the directed edge from vertex $x$ to vertex $x'$ and deleting the directed edge from $x'$. The resistance of the added edge is exactly one and of the deleted edge at least one, so the total resistance of the new tree is at most $\rho(x)$, which implies a contradiction. Q.E.D.

**Definition 3.** A non-empty set of vertices $V$ is said to be closed under the better-reply graph, or $V$ is a **construction**, if there are no directed edges from any of the vertices in $V$ to any vertex outside of $V$. Such a set is called a **minimal construction** if it does not properly contain another construction.

From the definition follows that every game contains a minimal construction. Moreover, any sink is a minimal construction. The game in Figure 5 has two minimal constructions: the sink $(A, a)$, and the set $V = \{(B, b), (B, c), (C, c), (C, b)\}$, which can be considered as a single directed cycle $(B, b)\rightarrow (B, c)\rightarrow (C, c)\rightarrow (C, b)\rightarrow (B, b)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>3,2</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>3,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5**

Note that our definition of minimal constructions in normal form games is related to Sobel’s (1993) definition of non-equilibrium evolutionary stable (NES) sets in 2-player games. Our concept is also similar to Nöldke and Samuelson’s (1993) definition of **locally stable components** in extensive form games.

**Lemma 3.** Let $V$ be a minimal construction of an $n$-player game $\Gamma$ with finite strategy space $X = \prod_{i=1}^n X_i$. Then, for any two vertices $x, x' \in V$, there exist better-reply paths $x, \ldots, x'$ and $x', \ldots, x$, which connect these vertices.

**Proof:** Suppose that the claim is false and there exist two vertices $x, x' \in V$ such that there is no better-reply path from $x$ to $x'$. Consider all better-reply paths, which start at the vertex $x$. Since $X$ is finite, there exist finitely many vertices along all these paths. Collect all these vertices. By construction this set of vertices has only ingoing edges and by assumption it does not contain the vertex $x'$. Hence,
the constructed set of vertices is a minimal construction and a proper subset of the
minimal construction $V$. This is a contradiction, so the claim must be true. $Q.E.D.$

To every vertex of a minimal construction corresponds a convention, which is a
repetition of the associated strategy-tuple $x \in X$. Call the set of these conventions
conventions of a minimal construction. We are now in a position to state the following
main theorem.

**Theorem 3.** If $s/m \leq 1/2$, $s$ is sufficiently large and $\varepsilon$ is sufficiently small, the per­
turbed process $B^{m,s,\varepsilon}$ puts arbitrarily high probability on the conventions of minimal
construction(s) that minimize stochastic potential.

**PROOF:** See the Appendix.

In order to prove this claim, we use Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 to show that: A) all conventions in a minimal construction have equal stochastic potential and B) for
every convention which does not belong to any minimal construction, there exists
a convention with lower stochastic potential. The theorem establishes a relation
between the stochastically stable states of imitation play and minimal constructions,
which is similar to the relationship proved between the stochastically stable states of

We say that a finite set $Y$ of strategy-tuples strictly Pareto dominates a strategy-
tuple $x$ if for any strategy-tuple $y \in Y$, $\pi_i(y) > \pi_i(x)$, for all $i$. The following theorem
shows that imitation play selects sets of efficient outcomes in a large class of games.

**Theorem 4.** Suppose that there exists a minimal construction $V$, which is a product
set and which strictly Pareto dominates all strategy-tuples outside of $V$. If $s/m \leq 1/2$,
$s$ is sufficiently large and $\varepsilon$ is sufficiently small, the perturbed process $B^{m,s,\varepsilon}$ puts
arbitrarily high probability on the conventions of $V$.

**PROOF:** See the Appendix.

The intuition behind this result is that for sufficiently large sample size, the tran­
sition from a state inside of $V$ to any state outside of $V$ requires more mistakes
than the number of player positions, while the opposite transition requires at most
one mistake per player position. The following corollary follows immediately from
Theorem 4.

**Corollary 1.** If $x$ is a strict Nash Equilibrium, which strictly Pareto dominates all
other strategy-tuples, then for $s/m \leq 1/2$ and $s$ sufficiently large, the convention $h_x$
is a unique stochastically stable state.
The requirement that $V$ be a product set is necessary, as shown by the game in Figure 6.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{a} & \text{b} & \text{c} \\
\hline
\text{A} & 1,1 & 0,0 & 0,0 \\
\text{B} & 0,0 & 0,0 & 5,3 \\
\text{C} & 0,0 & 2,4 & 5,4 \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 6**

In this game, the minimal construction $V = \{(C, b), (C, c), (B, c)\}$ strictly Pareto dominates all strategy-tuples outside of $V$. It is evident that two mistakes are enough to move from convention $h_{(A, a)}$ to any convention in the minimal construction $V$. We will show that two mistakes are also enough to move from the minimal construction $V$ to an outside state. Suppose the process is in the state $h_{(C, c)}$ at time $t$. Further suppose that the agent in player position 1 plays $B$ instead of $C$ at time $t + 1$ by mistake. This results in play $(B, c)$ at time $t + 1$. Assume the agent in player position 2 makes a mistake and plays $b$ instead of $c$, and that the agent in player position 1 plays $C$ in period $t + 2$. Hence, play at time $t + 2$ is $(C, b)$. Assume the agents in both player positions sample from period $t + 2$ to period $t + 2$ for the next $s$ periods. This means that the agents in player position 1 chooses to play $B$ and the agents in player position 2 chooses to play $b$ from period $t + 3$ to period $t + s + 2$. There is a positive probability that from period $t + s + 3$ through period $t + m + 2$ the agents in both player positions will sample from periods later than $t + 2$. Hence, by the end of period $t + m + 2$, there is a positive probability that the process will have reached the convention $h_{(B, b)}$ outside of the minimal construction $V$. It is now straightforward to show that all of the conventions $h_{(A, a)}$, $h_{(C, b)}$, $h_{(C, c)}$ and $h_{(B, c)}$ have equal stochastic potential.

4. **Properties of Minimal Constructions**

In this section we investigate the relationship between minimal constructions and other set-wise concepts. We also analyze whether strictly dominated strategies can be included in minimal constructions and possible invariance under payoff transformations.

4.1. **Relation to Minimal Sets Closed Under better replies.** We start by the relation between minimal constructions and so called minimal sets closed under better replies. It is maybe not surprising that there is a quite strong connection between these two concepts.
Definition 4. (Ritzberger and Weibull, 1995) Let the better-reply correspondence \( \gamma = \times_{i \in N} \gamma_i : \Delta \to X \) be defined as follows

\[
\gamma_i(p) = \{ x_i \in X_i \mid u_i(x_i, p_{-i}) \geq u_i(p) \}, \forall i \in N.
\]

A product set of strategies is a set of form \( Y = \Pi_i Y_i \), where each \( Y_i \) is a non-empty subset of \( X_i \). Let \( \Delta(Y_i) \) denote the set of probability distributions over \( Y_i \), and let \( \Delta(Y) = \Pi_i \Delta(Y_i) \) denote the product set of such distributions. Let \( \gamma_i(Y) \) denote the set of strategies in \( X_i \) that are better replies by \( i \) to some distribution \( p \in \Delta(Y) \) and let \( \gamma(Y) = \Pi_i \gamma_i(Y) \).

Definition 5. A non-empty product set \( Y \subset X \) is said to be closed under better replies (or \( Y \) is a cubr set) if \( \gamma(Y) \subset Y \). A set is called a minimal cubr set if it is cubr and contains no proper subset which is cubr.

Proposition 1. Every minimal cubr set contains a minimal construction. If a minimal construction is a product set, then it coincides with a minimal cubr set.

PROOF: We start from the first claim. Let \( Y = \Pi_i Y_i \) be a minimal cubr set. Associate each strategy-tuple \( x \in X \) with the vertex of a graph and draw a better-reply graph for game \( \Gamma \) on the finite strategy space \( X \). By the definition of a minimal cubr set, there are no directed edges from the set of vertices in \( Y \) to any vertices outside of \( Y \) in the better-reply graph. This means that the set of vertices in \( Y \) is a minimal construction or a construction containing a minimal construction.

The last claim follows immediately from the definitions of a minimal cubr set and a minimal construction. Q.E.D.

Combined with Theorem 3 this implies that if all the minimal constructions of a game are product sets, then imitation play converges to the conventions of minimal cubr sets. Note that every minimal construction not necessarily is included in a minimal cubr set. Consider the game in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2,2</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>0,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1,1</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>3,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0,0</td>
<td>3,3</td>
<td>3,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7

In this game, there is a unique minimal cubr set, \( \{(A, a)\} = Y \), and two minimal constructions, \( V_1 = \{(A, a)\} \) and \( V_2 = \{(B, c), (C, b), (C, c)\} \). Hence \( V_2 \) is not contained in any minimal cubr set.
4.2. Relation to Curb Sets. The minimal curb set is another set-wise concept. Young (1998) show that there is a strong relation between minimal curb sets and stochastically stable states in his model. Let $Z = \prod_{i=1}^{n} Z_i$ be a product set of strategies, and let $\beta_i(Z_{-i})$ denote the set of strategies in $X_i$ that are best replies by $i$ to some distribution $p_{-i} \in \Delta(Z_{-i})$. Define $\beta(Z) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \beta_i(Z_{-i})$.

**Definition 6.** (Basu and Weibull, 1991) A non-empty product set $Z \subseteq X$ is said to be closed under rational behavior (or $Z$ is a curb set) if $\beta(Z) \subseteq Z$. Such a set is called a minimal curb set if it does not properly contain a curb set.

It is straightforward to show that $\beta(Z) = Z$ for any minimal curb set $Z$. Let the span of a non-empty set of vertices $V$, denoted by $S(V)$, be the product set of all strategies that appear in some strategy-tuple of $V$. By the following two examples, we will show that a minimal curb set and (the span of) a minimal construction are different set-wise concepts. In the game in Figure 8, the minimal curb set, the minimal construction and the minimal curb set are all different.

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccc}
 & a & b & c \\
\hline
A & 1,3 & 3,2 & 3,1 \\
B & 3,2 & 2,3 & 2,1 \\
C & 2,3 & 1,1 & 1,2 \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 8**

In this game, $\{A, B, C\} \times \{a, b, c\} = Y$ is a minimal curb set. There is a unique minimal construction: $V = \{(A, a), (C, a), (B, a), (B, b), (A, b)\}$ with span $S(V) = \{A, B, C\} \times \{a, b\}$. It is obvious that $\{A, B\} \times \{a, b\} = Z$ is the minimal curb set. Hence $S(V) \cap Y = S(V)$ and $S(V) \cap Z = Z$ in this game.

One may ask whether the minimal curb set always is included in the span of a minimal construction. In other words, is the set-wise relationship $S(V) \cap Z = Z$ true in general? The answer is no. Consider the game in Figure 9.

\[
\begin{array}{c|ccc}
 & a & b & c \\
\hline
A & 3,1 & -10,0 & 1,3 \\
B & -10,0 & 1,3 & 3,1 \\
C & 1,3 & 3,1 & -10,0 \\
D & 0,0 & 0,0 & 0,0 \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 9**

In this game, $A$ is a best reply to $a$, $a$ is a best reply to $C$, $C$ is a best reply to $b$, $b$ is a best reply to $B$, $B$ is a best reply to $c$, $c$ is a best reply to $A$. Hence
any curb set that involves one or more of \{A, a, C, b, B, c\} must involve all of them. Hence it must involve \(D\), because \(D\) is a best reply to the probability mixture \(1/3\) on \(a\), \(1/3\) on \(b\), and \(1/3\) on \(c\). We conclude that \(\{A, B, C, D\} \times \{a, b, c\} = Z\) is the unique minimal curb set. However, the unique minimal construction is \(V = \{(A, a), (C, a), (C, b), (B, b), (B, c), (A, c)\}\) with span \(S(V) = \{A, B, C\} \times \{a, b, c\}\), such that \(S(V) \cap Z = S(V) \neq Z\).

4.3. Relation to Strictly Dominated Strategies. Our model assumes that agents are boundedly rational. In this subsection we ask whether any dominated strategies will be played in the stochastically stable states of imitation play. Consider a \(2 \times 2\) game where strategy \(A\) strictly dominates strategy \(B\) for the row player. In such a game, the minimal construction will consist either of \((A, a)\) or \((A, b)\) or both of them. From Theorem 3 follows that in \(2 \times 2\) games, a strictly dominated strategy will never be used with positive probability in the long run. However, as illustrated by the game in Figure 10, a weakly dominated strategy may be used with positive probability. In this game, the unique minimal construction is \(V = \{(A, b), (B, b), (B, a)\}\).

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
a & b \\
A & 0,0 & 3,3 \\
B & 3,3 & 3,3 \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 10**

Moreover, in games with more than two strategies, strictly dominated strategies may be played with positive probability. Consider the game in Figure 11.

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
a & b \\
A & 0,3 & 2,0 \\
B & 2,0 & 1,3 \\
C & 1,1 & 0,1 \\
\end{array}
\]

**Figure 11**

In this game, \(B\) strictly dominates \(C\), but the unique minimal construction is \(V = \{(A, a), (C, a), (C, b), (B, b), (A, b), (B, a)\}\) and by Theorem 3, imitation play will put positive probability on all strategy-tuples in this minimal construction in the long run. Play of strictly dominated strategies may appear an undesirable or counter intuitive feature, but it is merely a consequence of the limited information available to the agents in the model. Since they do not know the true payoffs to every strategy profile, but rely on information provided by a finite sample of previous play, they cannot deduce that a certain strategy is dominated.
4.4. Payoff Transformations. Minimal constructions are invariant under affine payoff transformations and local payoff shifts. This follows since the better-reply graph is unaffected by such changes. The stochastically stable states of imitation play are also invariant under affine payoff transformations, but not under local payoff shifts. The two games in Figure 12 illustrate the latter claim.

In the left game, \((A, a)\) is stochastically stable according to Theorem 4. By adding 2 units to the each of the row player's payoffs in column \(b\) and to each of the column player's payoff in row \(B\) in this game, the right game is obtained. In the right game \((B, b)\) is stochastically stable by Theorem 4.

5. Applications to 2\times2 Games

In this section we apply the results from Section 3 to 2 \times 2 games. First, we find the stochastically stable states in three special classes of games and second, we study the speed of convergence in general 2 \times 2 games. In all of the following games we denote player 1's strategies \(A\) and \(B\), and player 2's strategies \(a\) and \(b\) respectively.

5.1. Stochastically Stable States in Special Classes of Games. In this subsection we analyze the stochastic stability in games with two strict Nash equilibria, games with one strict Nash equilibrium and games without Nash equilibria in pure strategies. We start with the class of games that have a unique strict Nash equilibrium. This class includes for example Prisoners' Dilemma Games.

Proposition 2. In 2 \times 2 games with a unique strict Nash equilibrium, if \(s/m \leq 1/2\) and \(s\) is sufficiently large, the stochastically stable state correspond one to one with the convention of the unique strict Nash equilibrium.

**Proof:** Games in this class contain exactly one minimal construction, consisting of the unique strict Nash equilibrium. By Theorem 3 the corresponding convention must be the unique stochastically stable state. Q.E.D.

We now proceed with the class of games with two strict Nash equilibria. Coordination Games and Hawk-Dove Games are two examples of games in this class.
Proposition 3. In $2 \times 2$ games with two strict Nash equilibria, where one Nash Equilibrium strictly Pareto dominates the other, if $s/m \leq 1/2$ and $s$ is sufficiently large, then the unique stochastically stable state corresponds one to one with the Pareto dominant equilibrium.

PROOF: Games in this class contain two minimal constructions, either $\{(A,a)\}$ and $\{(B,b)\}$ or $\{(A,b)\}$ and $\{(B,a)\}$. Assume without loss of generality that $\{(A,a)\}$ and $\{(B,b)\}$ are the minimal constructions. If $(A,a)$ strictly Pareto dominates $(B,b)$, it must also strictly Pareto dominate the two other strategy-tuples $(A,b)$ and $(B,a)$. Hence, by Corollary 1 the convention $h_{(A,a)}$ is the unique stochastically stable state for $s/m \leq 1/2$ and $s$ is sufficiently large. Q.E.D.

This implies that, unlike Young's (1993) process of adaptive play, imitation play does not generally converge to the risk-dominant equilibrium in Coordination Games. In the right game in Figure 12, $(A,a)$ is a risk dominant equilibrium whereas $(B,b)$ is a strictly Pareto superior equilibrium and subsequently the unique stochastically stable state of imitation play. Our result is consistent with Robson and Vega-Redondo's (1996) result for generic symmetric Coordination Games. However, for the non-generic case when $\pi_i(A,a) = \pi_i(B,b)$, the stochastically stable states in their model depend on the details of the adjustment process, whereas imitation play always selects both equilibria. Consider the following proposition.

Proposition 4. In $2 \times 2$ games with two strict Nash equilibria, where neither strictly Pareto dominates the other, if $s/m \leq 1/2$ and $s$ is sufficiently large, then the stochastically stable states correspond one to one with the two equilibria.

PROOF: See the Appendix.

Finally, we consider games which do not have any Nash equilibrium in pure strategies. One of the games in this class is the Matching Pennies Game.

Proposition 5. In $2 \times 2$ games without Nash equilibria in pure strategies, if $s/m \leq 1/2$ and $s$ is sufficiently large, the stochastically stable states correspond one to one with the four conventions of the game.

PROOF: Games in this class contain exactly one minimal construction $\{(A,a),(A,b),(B,a),(B,b)\}$. By Theorem 3 the four corresponding conventions must all be stochastically stable. Q.E.D.
5.2. Speed of Convergence. In this subsection we analyze the speed of convergence of imitation play.

Proposition 6. In $2 \times 2$ games, if $s/m \leq 1/2$ and $s$ is sufficiently large, the maximum expected first passage time for the perturbed process $B^{m,s,\varepsilon}$ from any state to a stochastically stable state is at most $\delta \varepsilon^{-2}$ units of time, for some positive constant $\delta$.

PROOF: The claim follows from the observation that in any $2 \times 2$ game, the transition from an arbitrary state to the basin of attraction of a stochastically stable convention requires at most two mistakes. Q.E.D.

This result should be contrasted with the speed of convergence in Young (1993), Kandori et al. (1993), and Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996). In Young's (1993) model the maximum expected first passage for a $2 \times 2$ Coordination Game is at most $\delta_Y \varepsilon^{-v}$ where $v$ depends on the sample size and both players' payoffs. In Kandori et al. (1993) the maximum expected first passage time is of order $\delta_K \varepsilon^{-Knu}$, where $N$ is the size of the population and $u$ is determined by the game's payoff structure. In Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996) the corresponding figure is $\delta_{RV} \varepsilon^{-q}$, where $q$ is a positive integer independent of the payoffs and the current state. Thus, if $v$, $Nu$ and $q$ all are greater than two and $\varepsilon$ is sufficiently small, then imitation play converges considerably faster than the processes in these three models.

6. Extensions

All the results in this paper hold for a more general class of imitation dynamics. Let the maximum correspondence be a correspondence which maps a strategy sample $w_i$ and the associated payoff sample $v_i$ to a strategy with the highest payoff in the sample. This correspondence defines a new Markov process on the space of histories with the same set of absorbing states and of stochastically stable states as imitation play. Moreover, if each population consists of arbitrary shares of individuals make choices based on the maximum correspondence and the maximum average correspondence respectively, then the results of this paper still hold. Hence, the model allows for a certain kind of population heterogeneity, where individuals make their choices based on different rules.

7. Conclusion

In this paper we develop an evolutionary model with perpetual random shocks where individuals every period choose the strategy with the highest average payoff in a finite sample of past play. We denote the resulting Markov process imitation play. We prove that, provided information is sufficiently incomplete and the sample size sufficiently large, the stochastically stable states of imitation play are repetitions of
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the strategy-tuples in minimal sets closed under the better-reply graph. We call such sets minimal constructions. These sets are related to minimal sets closed under better replies and other set-wise concepts. We also prove that if the strategy-tuples in a minimal construction have strictly higher payoffs than all outside strategy-tuples, then, provided the minimal construction is a product set, the strategy-tuples in this set will be played with probability one in the limit as the experimentation probability tends to zero. Our results give clear predictions in $2 \times 2$ games. In Coordination Games where one equilibrium strictly Pareto dominates the other, imitation play selects the strictly Pareto superior Nash equilibrium. If neither equilibria strictly Pareto dominates the other, then both are stochastically stable. Finally, we show that the speed of convergence for imitation play in many cases is higher than in other known models.

The objective of this paper is to derive predictions for general finite games in a world of truly boundedly rational agents. The assumption underlying the model, that individuals do not make decisions based on the predictions of their opponents’ future strategies, but rather based on which strategies have been successful in the past, is maybe most appealing in the class of games where it is costly to obtain information about the opponents. A high cost may be due to the size or the complexity of the game or to institutional factors that prevent the release of information about the opponents. It would be particularly interesting to test the implications of our model against empirical or experimental evidence in this class of games.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF LEMMA 1: This proof follows Young (1998). Given a history $h^t = (x^t, x^t, \ldots, x^t)$ at time $t$, the process moves in the next period to a state of the form $h^{t+1} = (x^{t-m+1}, \ldots, x^t, x^{t+1})$. Remember that such a state is called a successor of $h^t$. The strategy $x_i^{t+1}$ is an idiosyncratic choice or error if and only if there exist no sample of strategy choices $w_i$ and payoff outcomes $v_i$, such that $x_i^{t+1} \in \alpha_i(w_i, v_i)$. For each successor $h^{t+1}$ of $h^t$, let $r_{h^t h^{t+1}}$ denote the total number of errors in the transition from $h^t$ to $h^{t+1}$. Evidently $0 \leq r_{h^t h^{t+1}} \leq n$ and the probability of the transition is on the order of $c r_{h^t h^{t+1}} (1 - c)^{n - r_{h^t h^{t+1}}}$. If $h^{t+1}$ is not a successor of $h^t$, the probability of the transition is zero. Hence, the process $B_{m,s,0}^m$ approaches $B_{m,s,0}^m$ at an exponential rate in $c$. Since the process is also irreducible whenever $c > 0$, it follows that $B_{m,s,0}^m$ is a regular perturbed Markov process. Q.E.D.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3: In order to prove the claim, we will show that:
A) all conventions in a minimal construction have equal stochastic potential;
B) for every convention which does not belong to any minimal construction, there
exists a convention with lower stochastic potential. The theorem follows immediately from A) and B), by applying Lemma 1 and Theorem 2.

Let us start from A). On the one hand, by Lemma 3, there exist a better-reply path from an arbitrarily convention $h_x$ in a minimal construction to any other convention $h_{x'}$ in the same minimal construction. Let the sequence $h_x, \ldots, h_{x'}$ be such a path. By Lemma 2, the following inequalities hold:

$$\rho(x) \geq \ldots \geq \rho(x').$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

On the other hand, by applying Lemma 3 once again, there exist a better-reply path from the convention $h_{x'}$ to the convention $h_x$. Using Lemma 2, gives:

$$\rho(x') \geq \ldots \geq \rho(x).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

From the inequalities in (2) and (3) follow that $\rho(x) = \rho(x')$ for any arbitrarily conventions $h_x$ and $h_{x'}$ in a minimal construction.

Part B). Note that for every convention not included in any minimal construction, there exists a finite better-reply path which ends in some minimal construction. Let this path be $h_{x_1}, h_{x_2}, \ldots, h_{x_{T-1}}, h_{x_T}$, where $h_{x_1}$ is an arbitrarily convention that does not belong to any minimal construction and $h_{x_T}$ is the first convention on the path that belongs to some minimal construction $V$. By Lemma 2, it follows that

$$\rho(x^1) \geq \rho(x^2) \geq \ldots \geq \rho(x^{T-1}) \geq \rho(x^T).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

We will show that in fact $\rho(x^{T-1}) > \rho(x^T)$. Note that $\rho(x^{T-1})$ is the minimum resistance over all trees rooted at the state $h_{x_{T-1}}$. Denote (one of) the tree(s) that minimizes resistance by $\mathfrak{S}(x^{T-1})$. Find in the tree $\mathfrak{S}(x^{T-1})$ a directed edge from some vertex $y \in X$ in the minimal construction $V$ to some other vertex $y' \in X$ outside of this minimal construction. It will be shown later that there is only one such directed edge in the minimal resistance tree $\mathfrak{S}(x^{T-1})$. Delete in the tree $\mathfrak{S}(x^{T-1})$ the directed edge $y \rightarrow y'$ and add the directed edge $x^{T-1} \rightarrow x^T$. As a result we obtain a tree $\mathfrak{S}(y)$ rooted at the state $h_y$. By construction, the total resistance of the new tree $\mathfrak{S}(y)$ is less than the stochastic potential $\rho(x^{T-1})$. Moreover, by part A), the convention $h_{x_T}$ of the minimal construction has the same stochastic potential as the convention $h_y$. Hence $\rho(x^{T-1}) > \rho(x^T)$.

We will now consider the tree $\mathfrak{S}(x^{T-1})$ and show that there is only one directed edge from every minimal construction to a state outside of the construction. Suppose there are finitely many such directed edges $y^j \rightarrow z^j$, $j = 1, 2, \ldots, l$ from some minimal construction, where $y^1, \ldots, y^l$ are vertices in the minimal construction and $z^1, \ldots, z^l$
are vertices outside of the construction. It is clear that there cannot be an infinite number of outgoing edges since the game $\Gamma$ is finite. Recall that a rooted at vertex $y^j$ tree is a set of $|X| - 1$ directed edges such that, from every vertex different from $y^j$, there is a unique directed path in the tree to $y^j$. The resistance of any directed edge $y^j \rightarrow z^j$, $j = 1, 2, ..., l$ is at least two. By Lemma 3, there exists a finite better-reply path from vertex $y^j$ to vertex $y^2$ in the minimal construction. Let $y^1, f^1, ..., f^k, y^2$ be such a path.

Consider vertex $f^1$. There are two mutually exclusive cases:

1.a) there exists a directed path from $f^1$ to one of the vertices $y^2, ..., y^l$ in the initial tree $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$, or

1.b) there exists a directed path from $f^1$ to $y^1$.

In case 1.a) by deleting the directed edge $y^1 \rightarrow z^1$ and adding the directed edge $y^1 \rightarrow f^1$ to the tree $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$, we obtain a new tree $\mathcal{S}^1(x^{T-1})$ with lower stochastic potential than $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$, because the resistance of the directed edge $y^1 \rightarrow f^1$ is one. This means that we are done, since it contradicts the assumption of $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$ being a minimal resistance tree.

In case 1.b) we will use the following procedure for the vertex $f^1$: delete the initial directed edge from $f^1$ and add the directed edge $f^1 \rightarrow f^2$. As above, there are two cases:

2.a) there exists a directed path from $f^2$ to one of the vertices $y^2, ..., y^l$ in the initial tree $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$, or

2.b) there exists a directed path from $f^2$ to $y^1$.

In case 2.a) we obtain a new tree $\mathcal{S}^2(x^{T-1})$ with lower stochastic potential than $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$, because the resistance of the directed edge $f^1 \rightarrow f^2$ is one. This means that we are done, since it contradicts the assumption of $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$ being a minimal resistance tree.

In case 2.b) we repeat the procedure for the vertex $f^2, f^3, ...$. The better-reply path $y^1, f^1, ..., f^k, y^2$ from vertex $y^1$ to vertex $y^2$ is finite. Hence, after at most $k + 1$ steps we have constructed a tree $\mathcal{S}^n(x^{T-1})$ rooted at the state $h_{xT-1}$ with lower stochastic potential than $\mathcal{S}(x^{T-1})$, which is impossible. Q.E.D.

**Proof of Theorem 4:** Define the basin of attraction of a state $h'$ as the set of states $h$ such that there is a positive probability of moving in a finite number of periods from $h$ to $h'$ under the unperturbed process $B^{m,s,0}$. Let $V$ be a minimal construction which strictly Pareto dominates all strategy-tuples outside of $V$. Let $y$ be a convention such that $y \notin V$. Consider a minimal resistance tree $\mathcal{S}(y)$ rooted at $h_y$. Let $x \in V$ be a vertex such that there is a directed edge from $x$ to a vertex $z \notin V$ in the tree $\mathcal{S}(y)$. Assume that the stochastic potential of $h_x$ is at least as high as the stochastic potential of $h_y$. 
We claim that for sufficiently large $s$, the resistance of the edge from $x \in V$ to $z \notin V$ is greater than $n$. Assume without loss of generality that $s > n$ (otherwise $s$ consecutive mistakes by agents in one population could be sufficient to transfer from $h_x$ to the basin of attraction of $h_z$). Let $\pi_i(x)$ and $\pi_i(z)$ be payoffs for player $i$ corresponding to the strategy-tuples $x$ and $z$ respectively. The individual in player position $i$ will play $z_i$ instead of $x_i$ only if the average payoff for $z_i$ in her sample is greater than or equal to the average payoff for $x_i$. With at most $n$ mistakes this is only possible if the following inequality holds

$$\frac{(s - n)\pi_i(x) + (n - 1)\pi_i(x_i, x'_{-i})}{s - 1} \leq \pi_i(z), \tag{5}$$

where $\pi_i(x_i, x'_{-i})$ is the payoff to player $i$ when she plays $x_i$ and her opponents play any $x'_{-i} \neq x_{-i}$. It is clear that this inequality does not hold for any individual in player position $i$ if $s$ is sufficiently large. Hence, the resistance from $h_x$ to $h_z$ must be larger than $n$ for sufficiently large $s$.

Create a tree $T(x)$ rooted at $h_x$ by adding a directed edge from $h_y$ to $h_x$ and deleting the directed edge from $x$ to $z$ in the tree $T(y)$. Provided that $s$ is sufficiently large, the deleted edge has a resistance greater than $n$ and the added edge has a resistance of at most $n$ ($n$ simultaneous mistakes are sufficient to move from any convention to the basin of attraction of $h_x$). Hence the total resistance of the new tree $T(x)$ is less than $\rho(y)$, contradicting the assumption of $\rho(y) \leq \rho(x)$. This establishes that $h_x$ has minimal stochastic potential. Theorem 4 now follows from part A) in the proof of Theorem 3 where it is proved that all the conventions of a minimal construction have equal stochastic potential. Q.E.D.

**Proof of Proposition 4:** Like in the proof of Proposition 2, assume without loss of generality that $\{(A, a)\}$ and $\{(B, b)\}$ are the minimal constructions of the game. By Theorem 3 it follows that the conventions $h_{(A,a)}$ and $h_{(B,b)}$ are the only two candidates for the stochastically stable states. Suppose that only one of these conventions is stochastically stable, say $h_{(A,a)}$. Let $T(A, a)$ be a minimum resistance tree with resistance $\rho(A, a)$ rooted at $(A, a)$. In this tree there is an outgoing edge from the convention $h_{(B,b)}$.

First note that the resistance of this edge is at least two, such that at least two mistakes are needed to move from the convention $h_{(B,b)}$. This follows since $\pi_1(B, b) > \pi_1(A, b)$ and $\pi_2(B, b) > \pi_2(A, a)$.

Second, note that provided that $s/m \leq 1/2$ and $s$ is sufficiently large, two mistakes are sufficient to move the process from the convention $h_{(A,a)}$ to the convention $h_{(B,b)}$. Suppose the process is in state $h_{(A,a)}$. Since neither of the Nash equilibria is
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strictly Pareto superior, either $\pi_1(B, b) \geq \pi_1(A, a)$ and/or $\pi_2(B, b) \geq \pi_2(A, a)$. Assume without loss of generality that the first of these inequalities holds. Then there is a positive probability that the agents in both player positions simultaneously make mistakes at time $t$. There is also a positive probability that the agents in player position 1 draw the fixed sample $(x_1^{t-1}, \ldots, x_1^t)$ with corresponding payoffs $(\pi_1^{t-1}, \ldots, \pi_1^t)$ and that the agents in player position 2 sample from plays earlier than $x_2^t$ from period $t+1$ to and inclusive period $t+s-1$. With positive probability the agents in player position 1 play $B$ and the agents in player position 2 play $a$ in all of these periods. This implies that if the agents in both player positions sample from plays more recent than $x_1^{t-1}$ from period $t+s$ to and inclusive period $t+s-1+m$, 1's sample will only contain strategy $B$ and 2's sample will always contain strategy $b$ and possibly strategy $a$. Furthermore, the average payoff of strategy $b$ will be $\pi_2(B, b)$ as compared to an average payoff of $\pi_2(B, a)$ for strategy $a$ when the latter strategy is included in the sample. Hence, with positive probability the process will be in state $h(B, b)$ at time $t+s-1+m$.

Finally, create a new tree rooted at $h(B, b)$ by deleting the outgoing edge from the convention $h(B, b)$ in the tree $\mathfrak{F}(A, a)$ and adding an edge from $h(A, a)$ to $h(B, b)$. The resistance of the deleted edge is at least two and of the added edge two. Hence the total resistance of the new is at most $\rho(A, a)$, contradicting the assumption that only $h(A, a)$ is stochastically stable. Q.E.D.
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ABSTRACT. In this paper, I examine dynamic evolutionary processes driven by perpetual random shocks on extensive form games with perfect information. Every period, $n$ individuals are randomly chosen from $n$ finite populations to play an extensive form game. Each individual observes a sample from the memory of past plays. Then she either plays a best reply to that sample or imitates by choosing the action with the highest or the highest average payoff in the sample on the reached nodes. Occasionally, individuals also experiment or make mistakes and choose a pure local strategy at random on the reached nodes. For finite $n$-player games, I prove that in the limit, as the probability of experimentation tends to zero, the backward induction outcomes occur with positive probability in the best reply and the imitation cases. Moreover, for a special class of games, the backward induction outcome is the unique prediction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The key concept in Game Theory is a Nash equilibrium (introduced by J. Nash in 1950). However, most games have several Nash equilibria and the question of which is the most natural one then arises. A large number of studies have tried to answer this question. Evolutionary Game Theory first suggested evolutionary stable strategy (introduced by J. Maynard Smith and G. Price in 1973) as an equilibrium...
concept and then the sharper *stochastic stability* (introduced by D. Foster and P. Young in 1990). The classical papers Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993) have made the *stochastic stability* concept very well known. These papers show how the technique developed by Freidlin and Wentzell (1984) can be used to select among a number of equilibria. Although both Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) and Young (1993) analyze 2 × 2 two-player games, they use different approaches. Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) consider one population which plays the field. Young (1993) suggests two populations and only one pair of individuals, one from each population, plays the game every period. Both approaches show the same risk-dominant equilibrium (introduced by J. Harsanyi and R. Selten in 1988) to be the prediction for 2 × 2 symmetric coordination games, when the probability of mutation goes to zero. The start was promising and generalizations for finite n-player games soon followed. Samuelson (1997) develops a straightforward generalization of the model of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993). Almost simultaneously, Young (1998) generalizes his own model. His memory framework is rich enough and also allows to consider imitation rules. Josephson and Matros (2000) generalize Young's (1993) model for finite n-player games, but they analyze an imitation rule instead of his best reply rule.

The concept introduced by Foster and Young (1990) was very fruitful and was also applied to extensive form games. Nöldeke and Samuelson (1993) examine extensive form games based on the "population approach" of Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993). Jacobsen, Jensen, and Sloth (1999) study equilibrium selection in monotone two-type signalling games. They have Young's memory framework but restrict the attention to games where individuals have a separate memory on every information set in the game.

In this paper, I examine dynamic evolutionary processes driven by perpetual random shocks on extensive form games with perfect information. Games with a special condition are considered, each player has one node at most along each play in the game. Using the technique developed by Foster and Young (1991), I analyze the limit distribution, when the probability of mutation goes to zero. Every period, n individuals are randomly chosen from each of n finite populations to play an extensive form game. Each drawn individual observes a sample from the memory of the last m plays. As in the existing literature in this field (see, for example, Samuelson (1997)), I assume that players can observe the play through the game but not the complete strategies. In the first part of the paper, an individual knows the extensive game form, her own payoff function and expects the individuals in the opponent populations to play according to the probability distribution in her sample on reached

\footnote{For a formal definition, see Section 2.}
nodes in the next period. Given these expectations, the individual plays a local pure best reply to the sample on the reached nodes and any local pure strategy on un-reached nodes. However, the best reply must be specified, because the individuals only inspect previous plays, not the actual strategies. For that purpose, the individual's expectations about unused moves in the reached nodes in the sample are introduced. *Any* expectations/belief specifications are allowed, which seems more natural than the special beliefs specification in Nöldeke and Samuelson (1993) and Samuelson (1997)\(^2\), and separate memories for different nodes in Jacobsen, Jensen, and Sloth (1999). Nöldeke and Samuelson (1993) show their locally stable outcomes to be subgame perfect. However, even without a particular belief specification, the backward induction outcome occurs with positive probability in the long-run also in my framework. This is the main result for the best reply process on extensive form games with perfect information. It might seem obvious, but traditional game theory predicts the backward induction outcome only if players know the extensive form of the game, every player knows that every other player knows that she knows that and so on. In my model, the individuals deal with very limited information. They know only what they can get in every terminal node, but they know nothing about the payoffs of the others. Thus there is no common knowledge. The individuals use a sample from the past plays to choose a best reply on the reached nodes, expecting that all other individuals will play according to the probability distribution in the sample.

In the second part of the paper, I follow Josephson and Matros (2000): The individuals observe a sample from the memory of the last \(m\) plays and the realized payoffs of these plays in the past. Then, every drawn individual imitates by choosing the local pure strategy which gave the highest (or the highest average) payoff in her sample on reached nodes. Sobel (1993) defines non-equilibrium evolutionary stable (NES) sets for two-player games in the normal form. His NES sets are “ideologically” similar to my sets, which will be observed in the long-run. In the limit, as the experimentation probability tends to zero, only a particular subset of all plays is played with positive probability. The main result in this part is that every such subset contains a backward induction outcome. I obtain that result in the situation where individuals only know payoffs on reached terminal nodes. An individual has limited memory and if a terminal node is not included in the sample, then she does not know of its possible payoff.

My analysis demonstrates that in both cases, for the best reply dynamics and for the imitation dynamics, there is a positive probability for the backward induction

\(^2\)Although Nöldeke and Samuelson (1993) and Samuelson (1997) restrict their attention to specific beliefs, they analyze a broader class of games, for example, games with imperfect information.
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outcome to occur in the long-run in extensive form games with perfect information. Thus two approaches, the best reply and the imitation approach, support the same outcome, which is not the case for games in normal form, not even in $2 \times 2$ two-player games. Robson and Vega-Redondo (1996), who modify the framework of Kandori, Mailath and Rob (1993), show that imitation leads to a Pareto efficient equilibrium, which may differ from the Kandori, Mailath, and Rob (1993) prediction: the risk-dominant equilibrium. Moreover, several studies show that evolutionary models do not select subgame perfect outcomes see, for example, Nöldeke and Samuelson (1993), Gale, Binmore and Samuelson (1995), Cressman and Schlag (1998), Samuelson (1997), and Fudenberg and Levine (1998). I prove that both the best reply and the imitation dynamics will always select a backward induction outcome, although it may not be the unique prediction. Moreover, there are some special cases where the backward induction outcome is the only long-run prediction. This result is different from Hart's (2000) main result, i.e. that the backward induction outcome is the unique evolutionarily stable outcome for dynamic models consisting of selection and mutation, when the mutation rate is low and populations are large. However, if individuals have an infinite memory, then we get the Hart's effect. After finitely many periods, all nodes will be reached with probability one and every individual will play a local pure best reply on every node. This leads to the unique prediction, the backward induction outcome. To obtain the same result, it is sufficient to have separate memories on every node, as in Jacobsen, Jensen, and Sloth (1999).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. The best reply play is studied in Section 3. Section 4 defines the unperturbed and perturbed versions of the imitation play and derives general results for the limiting distribution of the process. Section 5 concludes.

2. The Model

A formulation of an extensive form is required for the analysis. The extensive form captures: (1) the set of players; (2) who moves when - the tree of the game and how players are partitioned; (3) what choices each player can make whenever it is her turn to move; (4) what players know when they move; (5) moves of nature; (6) payoffs to players as functions of the moves they select. This formulation is a la Kuhn (1950, 1953); see also Kreps and Wilson (1982), Weibull (2000), and any textbook in game theory. Call a collection of (1)-(5) as an extensive game form; see also Mas-Colell, Whinston, and Green (1995), pp. 226. Defines play according to Kuhn (1950): "...every particular instance in which a game is played from beginning to end is called a play of that game".

I will only consider games with perfect information, which meet a special condition; every player has one node at most along each play in the game. In such games,
a behavior strategy for player $i$ is a function that assigns a probability distribution over the finite set of moves available at each player $i$'s node. A behavior strategy is pure if it assigns probabilities zero or one. A local strategy for player $i$, at her node $\theta$, is a probability distribution, $s_\theta$, over the finite set of moves available at $\theta$.\(^3\)

Let $\Gamma$ be a finite extensive game form with perfect information and $N = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ denote the set of players, and each player $i \in N$ has a finite set of pure behavior strategies, $S_i$. There are $n$ finite and non-empty populations of individuals. These need not be of the same size, nor need they be large. Each member of population $i$ is a candidate to play position $i$ in the game $\Gamma$. All individuals in population $i$ have the payoff function $\pi_i : S_1 \times \ldots \times S_n \to \mathbb{R}$. Game $\Gamma$ is played once every period $t \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\}$. In period $t$, $n$ individuals, one from each population, are drawn at random to play the game. Every drawn individual $i \in N$ chooses a pure behavior strategy $s_i \in S_i$ for position $i$ in the game, according to the behavior rules defined below. Best reply and imitation behavior rules are considered. A realized vector of the individuals' behavior strategies at period $t$, $s^t = (s_1^t, \ldots, s_n^t) \in S_1 \times \ldots \times S_n$, is called a behavior profile in period $t$. It corresponds to play $\tau^t$ of the game and the realized payoffs $\pi^t$ in period $t$. Denote the set of all plays by $\Omega$. The history of plays up to time $t$ is the sequence $h^t = (\tau^{t-m+1}, \ldots, \tau^t)$, where $m$ is a given positive integer, the memory size.

Let $h \in \Omega^m$ be an arbitrary history. Denote by $v_i = (\pi_i^{t-m+1}, \ldots, \pi_i^t) \in \mathbb{R}^m$ the corresponding payoff realizations for player $i$. After an individual $i$ has been drawn to play game $\Gamma$, she chooses her behavior strategy $s_i$ according to the behavioral rules based on a sample of size $k \in \mathbb{N}$, from the current state $h$, the realized payoffs in this sample and some stochastic element. Formally, a behavioral rule for a drawn individual is a correspondence $B : \Omega^k \times \mathbb{R}^k \rightarrow \Delta(S_i)$, where $\Delta(S_i)$ represents the probability distribution on $S_i$. Note that the individuals in the players' positions observe $k$ previous plays but cannot observe previous strategies. Now, the best reply and the imitation rules will be formally specified.

### 2.1. Best reply rule

The individual drawn to play position $i$ in the game knows her payoff function $\pi'_i : S_1 \times \ldots \times S_n \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, the extensive game form, and observes a sample of size $k$ from the history of size $m$ from previous plays. She expects the individuals in the other player positions to play according to the probability distribution in her sample on the reached nodes. An individual in a player position cannot observe the complete strategies and must form beliefs about how play proceeds after unused moves on her reached nodes. Two types of individuals: (o) optimists and (p) pessimists are considered. The individual is an optimist if she believes that after her deviation, an unused move on her reached node in the sample, the highest possible

---

\(^3\)See also Weibull (1995).
payoff will arise. The individual is a pessimist if she believes that after her deviation from the plays in the sample, the lowest possible payoff will arise. All possible beliefs give expected payoffs in the range between these two extreme types.

Behavior strategies are chosen as follows. At time $t + 1$, each individual drawn to play the game inspects a sample of size $k$ from the history of size $m$, taken from the plays up to time $t$. An individual chooses a pure local best reply to the opponent population's empirical play distribution in the sample on her reached nodes, given her beliefs about expected payoffs after unused moves on her reached nodes, and plays any pure local strategy on unreached nodes. If there is more than one pure local best reply, an individual chooses each of these with positive probability.

The sampling process begins in period $t = m + 1$ from an arbitrary initial sequence of $m$ plays, $h^m$. Then, a finite Markov chain is obtained on the state space $\Omega^m$ of sequences of length $m$, drawn from the play space $\Omega$, with an arbitrary initial state, $h^m$. The resulting process is ergodic; thus, in the long-run, the initial state is irrelevant. Given a history $h^t = (\tau^{t-m+1}, ..., \tau^t)$ at time $t$, in the next period the process moves to a state of the form $h^{t+1} = (\tau^{t-m+2}, ..., \tau^t, \tau^{t+1})$. Such a state is called a successor of $h^t$. Call the process $BR^{m,k,0}$ best-replay play with the memory of size $m$ and the sample of size $k$.

**Example 1.** Consider the best-replay play with the memory of size $m = 3$ and the sample of size $k = 3$ in the game in Figure 1. Let

$$h = ((T, H_1), (T, H_1), (T, H_1))$$
be the initial history. Note that the play space $\Omega = \{(T, H_1), (T, T_1), (H, H_2), (H, T_2)\}$. There are two cases.

(o) Optimist in player position 1 has one reached node. She expects that after her action $T$, player 2 will play $H_1$. This follows from the plays in the sample, because player 2 always played $H_1$. After move $T$, the expected payoff of player 1 is $-1$. Now, the individual in position 1 must form beliefs about her expected payoff after the unused move $H$ on the reached node: she believes that her opponent will play $H_2$, which gives the highest possible payoff equal to 2 for player 1. This logic defines the strategy choice - $H$ - which is the local best reply for the individual in player position 1. The individual in player position 2 has two nodes; one is reached in the sample, the other is not. The local pure strategies on the unreached node are $T_2$ and $H_2$. The local pure best reply on the reached node is $H_1$. This means that the individual in player position 2 either plays behavior strategy $(H_1, T_2)$ or behavior strategy $(H_1, H_2)$. Altogether, this implies that the unperturbed process will move either to state $h' = ((T, H_1), (T, H_1), (H, T_2))$ or state $h'' = ((T, H_1), (T, H_1), (H, H_2))$ in the next period.

(p) Pessimist in player position 1 must form beliefs about her expected payoff after the unused move $H$ on the reached node: she believes that her opponent will play $T_2$, which gives the lowest possible payoff equal to $-2$ to player 1. As before, after move $T$, the probability distribution of the local strategies of player 2 is $H_1$ with probability one and $T_1$ with probability zero and the expected payoff of player 1 is $-1$. This defines the local pure best reply - $T$ - for the individual in player position 1. The individual in player position 2 has two nodes; one is reached in the sample, the other is not. The local pure strategies on the unreached node are $T_2$ and $H_2$. The local pure best reply on the reached node is $H_1$. Therefore, the individual in player position 2 either plays behavior strategy $(H_1, T_2)$ or behavior strategy $(H_1, H_2)$. Altogether, this implies that the unperturbed process will move to state $h''' = ((T, H_1), (T, H_1), (T, H_1))$ in the next period.

The perturbed process can be described as follows. In each period, there is a small probability $\varepsilon > 0$ that any drawn individual in position $i$ experiments by randomly choosing a local pure strategy on reached nodes instead of applying the best reply rule. The event that $i$ experiments is assumed to be independent of the event that another individual playing this game in the opponent’s position, $j$, experiments, which gives the perturbed Markov process $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$.

2.2. Imitation. As usual, an imitation behavior rule means that more prevalent actions/plays are more likely to be adopted in the near future. An imitation rule on the reached node might be simple, when an individual imitates the most frequently
used pure local strategy in her sample from the memory, or more sophisticated, where the pure local strategy the individual imitates does not only depend on its frequency in the sample, but also on the associated realized payoffs. Note that if a player makes a choice on the reached node, then she can no longer influence the play, because every player has one node at most along any play. If there exists a node where the individual must make a choice and she cannot observe any actions on this node in her sample - the previous plays in the sample never reached this node - then the individual chooses each local pure strategy with a positive probability, on such an unreached node.

In every period $t$, each drawn individual $i$ inspects a pair: her sample of size $k$ from the memory of size $m$ and the associated payoffs, and imitates a local strategy on the reached nodes in the sample. This defines a finite Markov chain on the finite state space $\Omega^m$ of plays. Given a history $h^t = (\tau^t - m + 1, \ldots, \tau^t)$ at time $t$, the process moves to a state of the form $h^{t+1} = (\tau^{t-m+2}, \ldots, \tau^t, \tau^{t+1})$ in the next period. Such a state is called a successor of $h^t$. Call the process $I M^{m,k,0}$ imitation play with the memory of size $m$ and the sample of size $k$.

**Example 2.** Consider the imitation play with the memory of size $m = 3$ and the sample of size $k = 3$ in the sequential Prisoners' Dilemma game in Figure 2. Let

$$h = ((L,a), (R,d), (L,b))$$

be the initial history. Given this history, the individuals in player positions observe the game tree and three terminal notes, as shown on Figure 3. Assume that all

![Figure 2: Sequential Prisoners' Dilemma game.](image)
individuals simply imitate the most frequent actions from the past on the reached nodes. Note that $\Omega = \{(L, a), (L, b), (R, c), (R, d)\}$. Then, the drawn individual in player position 1 chooses to play $L$ (she observes $L$ two times in the sample, but $R$ only once). The drawn individual in player position 2 chooses $s_2 = (a, d)$ or $s'_2 = (b, d)$, because she observes actions $a$ and $b$ the same number of times in the sample. Hence, the unperturbed process either will move to state $h' = ((R, d), (L, b), (L, a))$ or state $h'' = ((R, d), (L, b), (L, b))$ in the next period.

The perturbed process can be described as follows. In each period, there is a small probability $\varepsilon > 0$ that each drawn individual in player position $i$ chooses a random local strategy on the reached nodes instead of playing according to the imitation rule. The event that the drawn individual assigned to play position $i$ experiments is assumed to be independent of the event that another drawn individual assigned to play position $j$ experiments for every $j \neq i$ and across time periods, which gives the perturbed Markov process $IM^{m,k,\varepsilon}$. Now, we are in a position to start the analysis.

2.3. Preliminaries. In this subsection, some definitions and results for the limiting distribution of the Markov process $B^\varepsilon$ as the experimentation probability tends to zero are recalled from Young (1993) and Young (1998). Process $B^\varepsilon$ can either be the best reply $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$ or the imitation $IM^{m,k,\varepsilon}$ play.

Definition 1. (Young, 1998) $B^\varepsilon$ is a regular perturbed Markov process if $B^\varepsilon$ is irreducible for every $\varepsilon \in (0, \varepsilon^*)$, and for every state $h$, $h'$, $B^\varepsilon_{hh'}$ approaches $B^0_{hh'}$.
at an exponential rate, i.e. \( \lim_{c \to 0} B_{hh'}^c = B_{hh'}^0 \) and if \( B_{hh'}^0 > 0 \), for some \( \varepsilon > 0 \), then \( 0 < \lim_{c \to 0} \frac{B_{hh'}^c}{\varepsilon} < \infty \), for some \( r_{hh'} \geq 0 \). The real number \( r_{hh'} \) is called the resistance of the transition from \( h \) to \( h' \).

A recurrent class of the process \( B^0 \) is a set of states such that there is zero probability of moving from any state in the class to any state outside, and there is a positive probability of moving from any state in the class to any other state in the class. A state \( h' \) is absorbing if it constitutes a singleton recurrent class.

Let an unperturbed Markov process \( B^0 \) have recurrent classes \( h_1, \ldots, h_L \). For each pair of distinct recurrent classes, an \( xy \)-path is a sequence of states \( \zeta = (h_x, \ldots, h_y) \) beginning in \( h_x \) and ending in \( h_y \). The resistance of this path is the sum of resistances on its edges. Let \( r_{xy} \) be the least resistance over all \( xy \)-paths. Construct a complete directed graph with \( L \) vertices, one for each recurrent class. The weight on the directed edge \( h_x \rightarrow h_y \) is \( r_{xy} \). A tree rooted at \( h_x \) is a set of \( L - 1 \) directed edges such that, from every vertex different from \( h_x \), there is a unique directed path to \( h_x \) in the tree. The resistance of such a rooted tree \( \mathcal{S}(x) \) is the sum of the resistances \( r_{x'x''} \) on its \( L - 1 \) edges. The stochastic potential \( \rho(x) \) of a recurrent class \( h_x \) is the minimum resistance over all trees rooted at \( h_x \).

**Definition 2.** (Young, 1993) Let \( \mu^\varepsilon \) be the unique stationary distribution of an irreducible process \( B^\varepsilon \). A state \( h \) is stochastically stable, if \( \lim_{c \to 0} \mu^\varepsilon(h) > 0 \).

**Theorem 1.** (Young, 1998) Let \( B^\varepsilon \) be a regular perturbed Markov process and \( \mu^\varepsilon \) be the unique stationary distribution of \( B^\varepsilon \) for \( \varepsilon > 0 \). Then, \( \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \mu^\varepsilon = \mu^0 \) exists and is a stationary distribution of \( B^0 \). The stochastically stable states are exactly those contained in the recurrent classes of \( B^0 \), with a minimum stochastic potential.

**Definition 3.** A basin of attraction of state \( h \in \Omega^m \) is a non-empty set of states \( B(h) \) from which there is a positive probability to reach state \( h \) in a finite number of periods without any mistakes.

Define a repetition of the same play \( \tau \) as a state \( h_{\tau} = (\tau, \ldots, \tau) \). The best-reply rule is first analysed and then imitation rule.

### 3. Best Reply

Now, we turn the attention to the limiting distribution of the best-reply play, as the experimentation probability tends to zero in this section. The stochastically stable states are characterized when both populations consist entirely of pessimist individuals and optimist individuals, respectively. Then, I prove that the backward induction outcome occurs with positive probability in the long-run, independent of a belief specification.
3.1. \((p)\) Pessimists. Two results are proved in this subsection. First, every Nash equilibrium outcome generates an absorbing state, and second, the backward induction outcome is a stochastically stable state.

**Proposition 1.** Let \(\Gamma\) be an extensive form game with perfect information such that

(i) each player moves at most once along each play in the game,

(ii) all payoffs for each player are different,

(iii) \(k\) is large enough and \(k/m \leq 1/2\),

then every recurrent class is an absorbing state. Moreover, state \(h_\tau\) is an absorbing state of the unperturbed process \(BR^{m,k,0}\) if and only if there exists a Nash equilibrium, which generates play \(\tau\).

**Proof:** First, show that a recurrent class must be an absorbing state. Suppose that there exists an arbitrary state \(h_t = (\tau_t^{t-m+1}, ..., \tau_t^t)\) in some recurrent class which is not in the form \(h_\tau\). If \(k/m \leq 1/2\), there is a positive probability that all individuals are drawn to play sample \((\tau_t^{t-k+1}, ..., \tau_t^t)\) in every period from \(t+1\) to \(t+k\) inclusive. Consider the last players along every play in the sample, who have at least two choices. They can be indifferent between choices only if these choices give the same expected payoff, which is impossible because of assumptions (ii) and (iii). Hence, the individual in those player positions will play only one action thereafter at those nodes. Now, roll back and consider the players who have at least two choices along the plays in the sample before the players previously considered. Using the same arguments, we conclude that the individual in that player position will also play one particular action on the reached nodes and so on, which defines a unique play \(\tau\). With positive probability, all individuals drawn to play thereafter will only sample from plays more recent than \(\tau_t^t\) in every period from \(t + k + 1\) to \(t + 2k\) inclusive. Since all these samples have the form \((\tau, ..., \tau)\), there is a positive probability that an individual in every player position will choose the same strategy and the same play \(\tau'\) will be played in every period from \(t + 2k + 1\) to \(t + 3k\) inclusive. With positive probability, all individuals drawn to play thereafter will only sample from plays more recent than \(\tau_{t+2k}\) in every period from \(t + 2k + 1\) to \(t + 3k\) inclusive. Since all these samples have the form \((\tau', ..., \tau')\), a unique play \(\tau''\) will be played in every period from \(t + 3k + 1\) to \(t + 4k\) inclusive. Continuing in the same manner, after a finite number of periods, the unperturbed process settles down to a state \(h_\tau^*\). State \(h_\tau^*\) is such that if all players playing local best reply to sample \((\tau^*, ..., \tau^*)\), then play \(\tau^*\) is repeated. Hence, there is a positive probability of obtaining a history \(h_{\tau^*} = (\tau^*, ..., \tau^*)\), an absorbing state, in a finite number of periods.

**Part if.** Suppose that \((s_1, ..., s_n)\) is a Nash equilibrium and play \(\tau\) is the corresponding play to this Nash equilibrium. In state \(h_\tau\), an individual in any player
position has no incentives to deviate from play \( \tau \), because she cannot gain a higher payoff than in the Nash equilibrium, only a lower one, due to assumption (\( ii \)). The pessimist is supposed to believe in the lowest possible payoff realization after any deviation, it might be even lower than the payoffs after a deviation in the Nash equilibrium, which means that she will not deviate from play \( \tau \) either. This means that state \( h_r \) is absorbing.

Part only if. Suppose state \( h_r \) to be an absorbing state and that play \( \tau \) cannot be generated by any Nash equilibrium. Then, there exists a player \( j \), who may play action \( a_j \) instead of following play \( \tau \), and action \( a_j \) is part of her “better strategy” \( s_j \), which gives her a higher payoff. The individual in player position \( j \) does not play \( a_j \) in the absorbing state \( h_r \), because she believes such a deviation to lead to the lowest possible payoff, which must be less than her payoff when play \( \tau \) is played. Fix these “lowest possible” actions as parts of the opponents' strategies on their unreached nodes. It will not influence play \( \tau \), but the individual in player position \( j \) has no incentives to deviate in the current state. This is true for any player position, and means that there exists a Nash equilibrium, which generates play \( \tau \). End of proof.

Now, show that the backward induction outcome is the long-run prediction.

**Proposition 2.** Let \( \Gamma \) be an extensive form game with perfect information such that

1. play \( \tau^* \) leads to the backward induction outcome,
2. each player moves at most once along each play in the game,
3. all payoffs for each player are different,
4. \( k \geq 2 \),

then state \( h_{r*} \) is a stochastically stable state of the perturbed process \( BR_{m,k,\varepsilon}^* \) when \( \varepsilon \to 0 \).

**Proof:** State \( h_{r*} \) is absorbing from proposition 1. Show that \( h_{r*} \) is a stochastically stable state. Unperturbed Markov process \( BR_{m,k,0}^* \) has \( L \) absorbing states, \( h_{x1}, ..., h_{xL} \), each of which corresponds to the play associate with Nash equilibrium. Consider an arbitrarily absorbing state, \( h_r \). In play \( \tau \), find the last player \( i \), who does not play according to backward induction. Let the individual in this player position make a mistake and switch to the choice corresponding to backward induction, and all the following players also play according to backward induction thereafter. This happens with positive probability. The deviating player gets a higher payoff and the individual in this player position will play according to backward induction also in the next period. It means that one mistake leads to a basin of attraction of a new absorbing state \( h_{r'} \). Once more, find the last player \( j \) in play \( \tau' \), who does not play according to backward induction. This player \( j \) must be the predecessor of player
"Backward induction" deviation of player $j$ from her new play $r'$ gives her higher payoff, if all the following players play according to backward induction. Continue in this way and remember that game $\Gamma$ is finite. The process $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$ settles down in the absorbing state $h_{\tau^*}$ in a finite number of periods. The resistance of the rooted tree $\mathfrak{S}(h_{\tau^*})$ is equal to $L - 1$ and means that the absorbing state $h_{\tau}$ is stochastically stable. End of proof.

3.2. (o) Optimists. I first show that there exists a unique recurrent class, and second, that the backward induction outcome is found in this class of stochastically stable states.

**Proposition 3.** Let $\Gamma$ be an extensive form game with perfect information such that

(i) each player moves at most once along each play in the game,
(ii) all payoffs for each player are different,
(iii) $k$ is large enough,

then there exists a unique recurrent class of the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$, which contains the backward induction outcome, when $\varepsilon \rightarrow 0$.

**Proof:** Suppose that the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$ is in state $h_{\tau^*}$, where play $\tau^*$ leads to the backward induction outcome. An individual in any player position can deviate from this play only if she has another choice, which may lead to a higher payoff for her. In the following period, after the deviating move has been made, the individuals in the other player positions play local pure best replies on the new reached nodes. The new play is not the one associated with the backward induction outcome, which means that some players can play optimally (better for them). This means that there is a finite number of such deviations, but with a large enough sample size (assumption (iii)) all these plays will be present in the memory and players play local best replies, given the play distribution and their optimistic beliefs about expected payoffs after unused moves on the reached nodes. There are only plays in the memory, which give higher payoffs than what players have in the backward induction equilibrium, at least for one player. There is a finite number of plays different from $\tau^*$ and, for $k$ large enough, individuals in all player positions start to play optimally - a local pure best reply, in all reached nodes or according to backward induction, and the play associated with the backward induction is repeated. Take an arbitrary state from a recurrent class. This state must contain play $\tau^*$, because of assumption (iii). Hence, the unique recurrent class exists and the backward induction play $\tau^*$ is found in the states of this class. End of proof.

**Main Result.** The previous two subsections lead to the main result: the backward induction outcome is the long-run prediction, independent of the belief specification.
Theorem 2. Let $\Gamma$ be an extensive form game with perfect information, such that

(i) every player has one node at most along each play in the game,
(ii) all payoffs for each player are different,
(iii) $k$ is large enough,

then for any players' beliefs, the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$ puts positive probability on the backward induction outcome when $\varepsilon \to 0$.

Proof: It has been shown that the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$ puts a positive probability on the backward induction outcome, either if individuals are optimists or pessimists, when $\varepsilon \to 0$. Any individual's beliefs about expected payoffs after unused moves on reached nodes are in the range between those of the optimist and the pessimist. This means that the backward induction outcome will be observed in the long-run for any belief specification, when $\varepsilon \to 0$. End of proof.

However, the backward induction outcome may not be the unique long-run prediction, which is illustrated by the following example.

Example 3. Consider the game in Figure 4. $(R, (\tau, t), c)$ is the backward induction equilibrium and it is associated with play $\tau^* = (R, t)$. State $h_{\tau^*}$ is a stochastically stable state of the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,\varepsilon}$, according to the previous proposition. Consider two cases. If individuals are pessimists, there are two other absorbing states $h_{\tau}$ and $h_{\tau'}$, where plays $\tau = (L, l)$ and $\tau' = (L, r, c)$ are associated with Nash equilibria $(L, (l, b), a)$ and $(L, (r, b), c)$. One mistake is enough to switch from state $h_{\tau^*}$.
Moreover, one mistake is enough to switch from state \( h_r \) to the basin of attraction of absorbing state \( h_r^* \). At the same time, one mistake is enough to switch from state \( h_r^\prime \) to the basin of attraction of state \( h_r^* \). Hence, there are three absorbing states which are all stochastically stable. If individuals are optimists, there is one recurrent class of the perturbed process \( BR^{m,k,e} \), which includes states \( h_r^* \), \( h_r \) and \( h_r^\prime \). This means that plays \( \tau^*, \tau \), and \( \tau' \) will be the long-run predictions, when \( \varepsilon \to 0 \).

### 3.3. Backward Induction Outcome as a unique prediction.

Consider the following example:

**Example 4.** The Entry Deterrence Game in Figure 5 has two Nash equilibria in pure strategies \((E,Y)\) and \((A,F)\). Only the backward induction equilibrium \((E,Y)\) generates the stochastically stable state \( h_{(E,Y)} \), however, which is explained by the following: All nodes are reached in play \((E,Y)\) and individuals in the player positions play local pure best replies. Given that the history was \( h_{(E,Y)} \), the individual in player position 1 observes the game tree and her payoffs as shown in Figure 6 and expects that player 2 will play \( Y \). Strategy \( E \) is a unique local best reply in this situation. The individual in player position 2 observes the game tree and her payoffs as shown in Figure 7 and expects that player 1 will play \( E \). Strategy \( Y \) is a unique local best reply for player 2. There is an evolutionary pressure on every node in the game and individuals in the player positions play \((E,Y)\). If one of the players deviates from play \((E,Y)\), by mistake, then strategy \( E \) will be a local best reply for player 1 and
strategy $Y$ will be a local best reply for player 2 in the next period. This is the driving force in the selection of the backward induction outcome. What about state $h(A)$? The individual in player position 1 observes the game tree and her payoffs as shown in Figure 6 and must form expectations about what player 2 will play on her node. The individual in player position 2 observes the game tree and her payoffs as shown in Figure 7 and expects player 1 to play $A$. This means that both strategy $F$ and strategy $Y$ are local best replies. Suppose that player 2 chooses strategy $Y$. If player 1, by mistake, plays strategy $E$ at that time, then play $(E,Y)$ appears. Given that such events happen, the individual in player position 1 expects player 2 to play strategy $Y$ and then strategy $E$ is a unique local best reply. The same applies to the individual in player position 2. She plays a unique local best reply - strategy $Y$ - in the next period. Therefore, the process moves to the basin of attraction of the stochastically stable state $h(E,Y)$.

This example provides an intuition for the backward induction outcome to be a unique outcome of the limit distribution of the best reply play. If no player has a higher payoff after her deviation from the backward induction play, then the backward induction outcome is the unique prediction.

**Definition 4.** (Balkenborg, 1993) The backward induction equilibrium outcome, identified by the terminal node $\xi^*$, is a **strict outcome** if no player can force entry into a subgame which has a terminal node with a higher payoff than the backward induction equilibrium.
In other words, suppose that player $i$ can force entry into the subgame $G(a_i)$. Let $\Xi(a_i)$ denote the set of terminal nodes contained in $G(a_i)$. If $\xi^*$ is a strict outcome, then for all $\xi \in \Xi(a_i)$, $\pi_i(\xi^*) > \pi_i(\xi)$ must hold.

**Theorem 3.** Let $\Gamma$ be an extensive form game with perfect information such that
(i) the backward induction equilibrium outcome is strict,
(ii) every player has one node at most along each play in the game,
(iii) all payoffs for each player are different,
(iv) $k$ is large enough,
then state $h_{\tau^*}$, which is associated with the backward induction play $\tau^*$, is the unique stochastically stable state of the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,e}$.

**Proof:** State $h_{\tau^*}$ is stochastically stable from Theorem 2. Show that it is a unique stochastically stable state. Consider two cases. If individuals are optimists, then there exists a unique recurrent class of the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,e}$, which contains the backward induction outcome from Proposition 3. However, there is no player who wants to deviate from play $\tau^*$, because the backward induction equilibrium outcome is strict. This means that the unique recurrent class of the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,e}$ coincides with state $h_{\tau^*}$, or that state $h_{\tau^*}$ is the unique stochastically stable state of the perturbed process, $BR^{m,k,e}$.

If individuals are pessimists, then every recurrent class is an absorbing state, from Proposition 1. Using the same logic as in Proposition 2, it can be shown that the minimal resistance tree, rooted at state $h_{\tau^*}$, has resistances on all edges equal to 1.
However, the other trees, rooted at another absorbing state, must have at least one resistance - from state $h_r^*$ - at least equal to 2 which means that state $h_r^*$ has a minimum stochastic potential. End of proof.

There are some special classes of games, where the backward induction outcome is a unique prediction, as a corollary of the theorem.

Corollary 1. If game $\Gamma$ is such that the backward induction play $\tau^*$ reaches every node in the game, then state $h_r^*$ is a unique stochastically stable state of the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,e}$.

The following corollary shows that in games with common interests, the backward induction outcome is a unique long-run prediction.

Corollary 2. If game $\Gamma$ is such that every player strictly prefers the terminal node corresponding to play $\tau^*$ to all other terminal nodes, then state $h_r^*$ is a unique stochastically stable state of the perturbed process $BR^{m,k,e}$.

4. IMITATION

Refer to a state $h_r = (\tau, \tau, ..., \tau)$, where $\tau$ is any play in the tree, as a convention. In other words, a convention is a state where the drawn individuals played the same play in the last $m$ periods. There are $|\Omega|$ conventions in game $\Gamma$. The following result shows that conventions correspond one to one with the recurrent classes of imitation plays.

Proposition 4. Every convention is an absorbing state of the unperturbed process $IM^{m,k,0}$, if $k \leq m/2$.

Proof: It is evident that for any $m > 0$, any convention is an absorbing state, since any sample from a convention will contain only one choice for each player along the play. We shall prove that the conventions are the only recurrent classes of the unperturbed process. Consider an arbitrary initial state, $h^t = (\tau^{t-m+1}, ..., \tau^t)$. There is a positive probability that all individuals drawn to play pick up the same sample $(\tau^{t-k+1}, ..., \tau^t)$ in every period from $t + 1$ to $t + k$ inclusive. There is also a positive probability that all individuals drawn imitate the same play $\tau^*$ in every period from $t + 1$ to $t + k$. All individuals drawn to play thereafter sample $(\tau^*, ..., \tau^*)$ and imitate behavior strategies which result in play $\tau^*$. Thus, there is a positive probability of obtaining a history $h^{t+m} = (\tau^*, ..., \tau^*)$ at time $t + m$, a convention. It follows that the only recurrent classes of the unperturbed process are the conventions. End of proof.
This result is natural for the imitation dynamics, because individuals simply do not have any choice: they must imitate the unique play from their memory. See, for example, Björnerstedt and Weibull (1996). The following lemma is also standard (see, for example, Young (p.55, 1998)) and the proof is skipped.

**Lemma 1.** Imitation play $IM^{m,k,e}$ is a regular perturbed Markov process.

I will develop a necessary condition for a convention to be in the support of the limiting distribution. Let us start from the definitions.

**Definition 5.** A non-empty set of states $A(h)$ is a single-mutation neighborhood of state $h \in \Omega^m$, if it is a minimal set with the property that any single mistake (mutation) in state $h$ leads to some state in $A(h)$.

Now, define a set which will play a crucial role in finding the stochastically stable states of the imitation play.

**Definition 6.** A non-empty set of conventions $R$ is a construction in extensive form, if $A(h_r) \cap B(h_r) = \emptyset$, for any convention $h_r \in R$ and $h_r \notin R$. Such a set is a minimal construction, if it does not properly contain another construction.

It is obvious that there exists at least one minimal construction in every game with perfect information in extensive form. Moreover, if there is more than one minimal construction, this must entail more than one mistake to move from one minimal construction to another by the previous definition. In this sense, all minimal constructions are disjointed. The following proposition tells us how to choose among minimal constructions in the long-run, which follows immediately from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1.

**Proposition 5.** The perturbed process $IM^{m,k,e}$ puts an arbitrarily high probability on the minimal construction(s) that minimize the stochastic potential, when $\varepsilon \to 0$.

If there exists a unique minimal construction, the previous proposition guarantees that the support of the limiting distribution coincides with the conventions in that minimal construction. What is the structure of a minimal construction? To answer this question, a particular imitation rule must be specified. So far, a drawn individual knows the extensive game form. How the imitation rule is related to payoffs has not yet been specified. If individuals choose the most frequent action on every reached node, then every convention is a minimal construction for $k \geq 3$, and all minimal constructions have the same stochastic potential. We then turn the attention to imitation rules that are sensitive to payoffs.
4.1. Sophisticated Imitation. Assume that every individual does not only know
the extensive game form, but also the realized payoffs for every player. A drawn
individual $i$ inspects the pair: a sample of size $k$ from the history of $m$ plays and
the corresponding payoff realizations in the sample $v = (\pi^i_{-m+1}, ..., \pi^i) \in \mathbb{R}^k$ for all
players. She imitates in the sophisticated or in the successful way on all reached nodes.
By the sophisticated imitation, an individual puts herself in every node starting from
the end and imitates “the most successful” actions - actions, which give the highest
(or the highest average) payoff to the player at that node, among all actions at this
node from the sample - given the choices in all following nodes. This procedure is
similar to Kuhn’s (1953) algorithm. To write this formally, some notation is needed,
however.

Let $W_1, ..., W_L$ be a sequence of sets of nodes constructed in the following way.
$W_1$ consists of all nodes followed only by terminal nodes. $W_l$ for $l > 1$ consists of all
nodes not included in the union $W_1, ..., W_{l-1}$ and followed only by nodes in the union
$W_1, ..., W_{l-1}$ and terminal nodes.

The sophisticated imitation for a drawn individual begins by determining “the
most successful” actions for every player position on all reached nodes from set
$W_1$. Formally, for each node $w^i$ of player $i$ from $W_1$, this is the action maximizing player
$i$’s payoff (or the average player $i$’s payoff) conditional on $w^i$ being reached. Note
that if $w^i$ was never reached in the sample from the memory, any pure local strategy
might be played. The only requirement is that every possible pure local strategy has
a positive probability in this case.

Then, the individual works back to set $W_2$, and determines “the most successful”
action among used actions in the sample for every player position, given that the
individual in player position $i$ on set $W_1$ will play the action previously determined.
The algorithm proceeds to “roll back”, just as in usual backward induction for games
with perfect information, until the last set $W_L$ is reached. Call this rule a sophisticated
imitation rule. Note once more that on every
unreached node, a drawn individual puts
a positive probability for each pure local strategy.

Example 5. Define a sequence $W_1, W_2, W_3$ for the game from Example 3, Figure
4. Set $W_1$ contains two nodes: the node, where player 3 must make her choice and
the node, where player 2 has two local strategies, $t$ and $b$. Set $W_2$ contains one node,
the one, where player 2 has two local strategies, $l$ and $r$. Set $W_3$ contains one node,
the one, where player 1 must make her choice.

Proposition 6. Suppose that convention $h_r$ belongs to a minimal construction, and
that player $i$ has node $\theta$ on play $\tau$ and move $a_i$ on this node, such that $a_i$ is not on
play $\tau$. If there exists a terminal node in subgame $G(a_i)$ where player $i$ has the same
or a higher payoff than when playing play $\tau$, then convention $h_{\tau'}$ is also in the same minimal construction, if play $\tau'$ generates that payoff.

**Proof:** Note that the drawn individual in player position $i$ needs to make one mistake only to switch from play $\tau$ to $\tau'$. By the definition of the minimal construction, convention $h_{\tau'}$ must also be in the same minimal construction. **End of proof.**

That proposition indicates that if a player can get a higher payoff in some subgame where she can force entry, play $\tau$ corresponding to this higher payoff generates convention $h_{\tau}$, which is also in the same minimal construction as the initial convention. The intuition is straightforward. One mistake is always sufficient to reach any terminal node from any convention. The deviating player must make a mistake and all other players can choose all corresponding moves with positive probability. It turns out that if the deviating player receives higher payoff in the new play, the individual in this player position might repeat that new move next time. This means that the process moves to the basin of attraction of the new convention.

Will the backward induction outcomes be observed in the long-run? The following proposition answers this question.

**Proposition 7.** Every minimal construction contains a backward induction outcome.

**Proof:** Take any convention $h_{\tau}$ from a minimal construction. Consider the player who makes the last move along play $\tau$. Though one mistake, she can get the highest possible payoff among all terminal nodes after her node, with positive probability. It means that the new play $\tau'$ might be repeated and another convention $h_{\tau'}$ must be in the same minimal construction. Moreover, play $\tau'$ is the backward induction equilibrium play in the last subgame. Consider player who makes the move before last along the play. With one mistake, she can play the backward induction equilibrium play on this subgame and so on. After a finite number of periods, continuing in the same manner, convention $h_{\tau^*}$, where $\tau^*$ is the backward induction play, appears in the same minimal construction. **End of proof.**

If a game has a unique backward induction equilibrium, there exists a unique minimal construction.

**Proposition 8.** Let $\Gamma$ be a generic extensive form game with perfect information. Then, there exists a unique minimal construction. Moreover, the minimal construction contains the convention, which generates the backward induction equilibrium outcome.
The long-run prediction is not so sharp even in "simple" games, however.

**Example 6.** Consider the sequential Matching-Pennies game in Figure 1. The crucial assumptions is that the individual in player position 2 chooses every pure local strategy, with a positive probability on unreached nodes. This assumption drives results in this example. The unique minimal construction contains conventions $h(T,H_1), h(H,H_2), h(H,T_2), h(T,T_1)$. Why is that? Start from the backward induction play $(T,H_1)$ and the corresponding convention, $h(T,H_1)$. In state $h(T,H_1)$, the individuals in player positions 1 and 2 observe the game tree and the payoffs as shown in Figure 8. If the individual in player position 1, by mistake, plays $H$, there is a positive probability that play $(H,H_2)$ might appear. In this new state, the individuals in player positions 1 and 2 observe the game tree and the payoffs as shown in Figure 9 with positive probability. The individual in player position 1 expects player 2 to imitate behavior strategy $(H_1,H_2)$ and plays "the most successful" action $H$ against it. There is a positive probability that state $h(H,H_2)$ arises. Now, one mistake from an individual in player 2 position leads to the basin of attraction of state $h(H,T_2)$ and so on. Thus, all plays will be observed in the long-run.
4.2. Backward Induction Outcome as a unique prediction. The backward induction outcome might be a unique long-run prediction. Interestingly, the same class of games, which was received for the best-reply play, has this property also.

Proposition 9. If the backward induction equilibrium outcome is strict, then state $h_{r*}$, the minimal construction, associated with the backward induction play $\tau^*$, is the unique stochastically stable state of the perturbed process $IM^{m,k,\epsilon}$, when $\epsilon \to 0$.

Proof: There is a unique minimal construction in the game, from Proposition 8, which contains state $h_{r*}$, from Proposition 7. There must be more than one mistake to move from state $h_{r*}$ to the basin of attraction of another convention $h_r$, since the backward induction equilibrium outcome is strict. By the definition of the minimal construction, convention $h_r$ is the only state in this construction. End of proof.

There are some special classes of games, where the backward induction outcome is a unique prediction, as a corollary of the proposition.

Corollary 3. If game $\Gamma$ is such that the backward induction play $\tau^*$ reaches every node in the game, then state $h_{r*}$ is a unique stochastically stable state of the perturbed process, $IM^{m,k,\epsilon}$.

The following corollary shows that in games with common interests, the backward induction outcome is a unique long-run prediction.
Figure 10: Fudenberg and Tirole’s game

**Corollary 4.** If game $\Gamma$ is such that every player strictly prefers the terminal node corresponding to play $\tau^*$ to all other terminal nodes, then state $h_{\tau^*}$ is a unique stochastically stable state of the perturbed process, $IM^{m,k,\varepsilon}$.

**Example 7.** The example from Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) in Figure 10 illustrates the previous corollary. Consider the $n$-player game in Figure 10, where each player $i < n$ can either end the game by playing “D” or play “A” and give the move to player $i + 1$. If player $i$ plays “D”, each player gets $1/i$; if all players play “A”, each gets 2.

From the corollaries, it follows that convention $h(A, A, ..., A)$ is the unique minimal construction and the stochastically stable state. Note that play $(A, A, ..., A)$ reaches every node in the game and reaches the terminal node, which every player strictly prefers to all other terminal nodes.

5. **Conclusion**

I study best reply and imitation dynamics on games in extensive form with perfect information, when every player has one node along each play at most. My main result is that the backward induction outcome occurs with positive probability in the long-run in both cases. Cressman and Schlag (1998) who, among others, analyse deterministic dynamics point out that the subgame perfect equilibrium outcome may not be the unique outcome supported by evolutionary dynamics. I provide the conditions when the backward induction outcome is the unique long-run prediction in both
Evolutionary Dynamics on Extensive Form Games with Perfect Information

cases. Samuelson (1997) receives the same class of games with the unique backward induction outcome, but he imposes restrictions on beliefs.

In the second part of the paper, I consider stochastic imitation on extensive form games. To the best of my knowledge, only deterministic models of imitation have previously been analysed. The stochastic best reply dynamics were studied in the literature, where the common feature was to find the self-confirming equilibria (introduced in D. Fudenberg and D. Levine (1993)) and then choose among these, see, for example, Nöldeke and Samuelson (1993), Samuelson (1997), and Fudenberg and Levine (1998). I make a special assumption about the individuals' imitation behavior on the nodes without a previous past in the sample. These nodes - nodes outside the play - cannot be observed in a sample from the memory and individuals might choose any pure local strategy on these nodes, but every such local strategy must have a positive probability. Individuals have nothing to imitate and their choices are random on such nodes. The first result is that absorbing states - repetitions of the same play - are the same for any specification of imitation rules, which is standard for all imitation dynamics see, for example, Björnerstedt and Weibull (1996) for games in normal form.

I specify imitation rules and analyse sophisticated imitation rules, where the drawn individuals imitate the actions giving the highest (or the highest average) payoff for their player positions in the game. The set of stochastically stable states is characterized and shows that if the backward induction outcome is strict, then it is the unique outcome of the game.
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ABSTRACT. This paper models T-round elimination cup tournaments where players have an endowment. I prove that players always spend a higher share of their endowments in early than in later rounds in symmetric equilibrium. Equal distribution among T rounds takes place only in the winner takes it all case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Tournaments are usually associated with sports: tennis, football and chess, for example. There is an economic literature, however, where authors analyze applications of the tournament structure for labor markets, for example, Lazear and Rosen (1981) and Rosen (1981, 1986). So far, the question of incentives has been considered when tournaments and their applications for sports and economics have been analyzed in the literature. The authors insist that high differences in prizes in the last round(s) must provide enough incentives for players to insert an optimal effort in these rounds; see, for example, Lazear and Rosen (1981) and Rosen (1981).

The focus of this paper is on elimination cup tournaments. I assume that players have fixed endowments (energy in tennis and football tournaments, novelties in chess tournaments, budgets for election campaigns, etc.) and have to maximize their expected payoffs by distributing this endowment among all rounds in the tournament. Every round, the winners of the previous round are matched in pairs and invest a part of their endowments to increase the probability of winning the contest. Their behavior must be strategic: Every player must distribute her endowment for the whole

*I would like to thank Guido Friebel and Jonas Björnerstedt for very useful discussions. I have also benefited from comments by Tatiana Damjanovic, Elena Palzeva, Karl Wänneryd, and seminar participants at the Stockholm School of Economics. Special thanks to Christina Loennblad for her fine editing. Financial support from the Jan Wallander and Tom Hedelius Foundation is gratefully acknowledged. Remaining errors are solely due to the author.
tournament, given that if she loses one round, then she is out. This strategic problem is different from the problem analyzed in the contest literature, where players must decide how much effort to spend to win the prize in one contest; see, for example, Dixit (1987, 1999), Baik and Shogren (1992), and Baye and Shin (1999). I consider a chain of contests.

I show that there does not exist a prize scheme where the players spend most of their endowments in the very last rounds. In the symmetric equilibrium, all players actually invested more in the previous round than in the current one, and more in the current round than in the following, if they are still in the tournament. The intuition is straightforward: if you keep your endowment until the very last rounds to get higher prizes, then you will be eliminated long before these very last rounds. The extreme case, equal endowment distribution, arises in the winner takes it all case.

Section 2 introduces the elimination tournament and brings results. Section 3 provides a discussion.

2. THE MODEL

Consider a $T$-round elimination tournament with $2^T$ players fighting for prizes (payoffs). In round 1, all players are matched in pairs for fights, where only the winners of the current round continue to fight for higher payoffs in the following rounds. All losers get payoff $Z_T$ and are out of the tournament. In round 2, the winners of the first round, $2^{T-1}$ players, are matched in pairs for new fights. Every winner proceeds to the next round and all losers receive $Z_{T-1}$ and are out of the tournament, and so on. Finally, in round $T$, only two players remain. The winner of the final gets $Z_0$ and the loser receives payoff $Z_1$. In other words, in every round $k \in \{1, \ldots, T\}$, there are $2^{T-k+1}$ players who are matched in pairs for new fights. All losers in round $k$ receive payoff $Z_{T-k+1}$ and are out of the tournament and all winners continue. I make the standard assumption that prizes increase from round to round

$$A1. \; Z_0 \geq Z_1 \geq \ldots \geq Z_T \geq 0. \quad (1)$$

Each player $i$ has an initial fixed endowment $E$, and must decide how to distribute this endowment in all $T$ rounds. Denote a distributed part of player $i$'s endowment in round $k$ by $x_{T-k}^i$, where $T - k$ is exactly the number of remaining rounds in the tournament. If player $i$ chooses to use a part $x_{T-k}^i \in [0, E]$ of her initial endowment in round $k$, when her opponent in round $k$, player $j$, chooses a part $x_{T-k}^j \in [0, E]$, then player $i$ wins this fight with probability

$$\frac{f(x_{T-k}^i E)}{f(x_{T-k}^i E) + f(x_{T-k}^j E)}, \quad (2)$$
where $f(x)$ is a positive and increasing function:

$$A2. \quad f(x) > 0, \quad f'(x) > 0 \text{ on interval } [0, E].$$

A pure strategy for player $i$ is a rule $(x^i_1, ..., x^i_T)$, which assigns a part of her endowment for every round in the tournament such that $\sum_{k=1}^T x^i_k = E$, $x^i_k \geq 0$ for any $i \in \{1, ..., 2^T\}$ and $k \in \{1, ..., T\}$. The $T$-round elimination tournament is a symmetric game with $2^T$ players and at least one symmetric equilibrium, which follows from an application of Kakutani's Fixed-Point Theorem.

**Proposition 1.** Suppose that assumptions (1), (3) hold, then the $T$-round elimination tournament has at least one symmetric equilibrium.

**Proof:** The proof is a generalization of the result for two-player symmetric games in Weibull (Proposition 1.5, 1995). The set of all strategies for player $i$ is a $T$-dimensional simplex $\Delta$, where vertex $k$ of the simplex is a strategy where the whole endowment $E$ will be spent in round $k$ and nothing in all the other rounds. Simplex $\Delta$ is non-empty, convex, and compact. Fix all players but player $i$, and denote these players as $-i$. Suppose that players $-i$ can only choose the same strategy $x \in \Delta$, which is the diagonal in simplex $\Delta^{2^T-1}$. This diagonal is exactly simplex $\Delta$. The best reply correspondence $\beta^i(x, ..., x) = \beta^i(x)$ of player $i$ to the same strategies for players $-i$ is upper hemi-continuous. Moreover, $\beta^i(x) \subset \Delta$ is convex and closed. By the Kakutani's theorem, there exists at least one fixed point: $x^* \in \beta(x^*)$, $x^* \in \Delta$. This is true for any player $i$ and leads to the statement of the proposition. **End of proof.**

Proposition 1 guarantees the existence of a symmetric equilibrium. Let $(x_1, ..., x_T)$ be a symmetric equilibrium, where $x_k$ is a part of the endowment every player spends in round $T - k$. It will be shown that a symmetric equilibrium in pure strategies is unique if function $f(x)$ is "not very convex":

$$A3. \quad f(x) f''(x) - [f'(x)]^2 \leq 0 \text{ on interval } [0, E].$$

Note that concave and linear functions belong to this class. I will call the following prize structure

$$Z_0 > Z_1 = Z_2 = ... = Z_T \geq 0,$$

the winner takes it all.

**Proposition 2.** Suppose that assumptions (1), (3) and (4) hold. Then, in symmetric equilibrium $(x_1, ..., x_T)$, it must be $x_1 \leq x_2 \leq ... \leq x_T$, for any prize structure $(Z_0, Z_1, ..., Z_T)$. Equal distribution among all rounds $x_1 = x_2 = ... = x_T$ takes place only in the winner takes it all cases.
Proof: Given the opponent's endowment distribution \((y_1, \ldots, y_T)\), the player's distribution decision \(x_k\) in the \(k\)th round of the tournament is determined by the solution of:

\[
V_k = \max_{x_k} \left[ \frac{f(x_k)}{f(x_k) + f(y_k)} V_{k-1} + \frac{f(y_k)}{f(x_k) + f(y_k)} Z_k \right], \quad \text{for } k = 2, \ldots, T, \tag{5}
\]

and in the final round by:

\[
V_1 = \frac{f(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2)}{f(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2) + f(E - y_T - \ldots - y_2)} Z_0 + \frac{f(E - y_T - \ldots - y_2)}{f(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2) + f(E - y_T - \ldots - y_2)} Z_1. \tag{6}
\]

The first order condition for problem (5) - (6) is

\[
f'(x_k) f(y_k) \left[ \frac{V_{k-1} - Z_k}{f(x_k) + f(y_k)} \right]^2 + \frac{f(x_k)}{f(x_k) + f(y_k)} \times \frac{f(x_{k-1})}{f(x_{k-1}) + f(y_{k-1})} \times \cdots \times \frac{f(x_2)}{f(x_2) + f(y_2)} \times \frac{-f'(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2) f(E - y_T - \ldots - y_2)}{[f(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2) + f(E - y_T - \ldots - y_2)]^2 (Z_0 - Z_1)} = 0.
\]

In symmetric equilibrium, \(x_T = y_T, \ldots, x_2 = y_2\) and we have

\[
\frac{f'(x_k)}{4f(x_k)} \left[ \frac{V_{k-1} + Z_{k-1}}{2} - Z_k \right] = \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^{k-1} \frac{f'(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2)}{4f(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2)} (Z_0 - Z_1).
\]

Finally, we get

\[
\frac{f'(x_k)}{f(x_k)} \left( 2^{k-2} Z_{k-1} + 2^{k-3} Z_{k-2} + \ldots + (Z_1 + Z_0) - 2^{k-1} Z_k \right) = \frac{f'(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2)}{f(E - x_T - \ldots - x_2)} (Z_0 - Z_1). \tag{7}
\]

Assumption (4) guarantees that the left-hand side (LHS) in equation (7) is a strictly decreasing function of \(x_k\) on the interval \([0, E]\), and the right-hand side (RHS) in the same equation is a strictly increasing function of \(x_k\) on the interval \([0, E]\). There are two cases. Either equation (7) does not have a solution or it has a unique solution, since it defines the intersection of a decreasing and an increasing functions. Denote
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\[ x = x_T + \ldots + x_{k+1} + x_{k-1} + \ldots + x_2. \]

Player \( i \) must distribute endowment part \( (E - x) \) between period \( k \) and the last period. Note that \( x_k \geq x_1 \) if and only if

\[ \text{LHS} \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right) \geq \text{RHS} \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right). \]

If \( x_k \) is equal to \( \frac{E-x}{2} \), or endowment parts in period \( k \) and the last period are equal, then

\[
\text{LHS} \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right) = \frac{f' \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right)}{f \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right)} \left( 2^{k-2} Z_{k-1} + 2^{k-3} Z_{k-2} + \ldots + (Z_1 + Z_0) - 2^{k-1} Z_k \right)
\]

and

\[
\text{RHS} \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right) = \frac{f' \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right)}{f \left( \frac{E-x}{2} \right)} (Z_0 - Z_1).
\]

Note that from assumption (1)

\[
\left( 2^{k-2} Z_{k-1} + 2^{k-3} Z_{k-2} + \ldots + (Z_1 + Z_0) - 2^{k-1} Z_k \right) =
\]

\[
(Z_0 - Z_1) + \left( 2^{k-2} Z_{k-1} + 2^{k-3} Z_{k-2} + \ldots + 2Z_1 - 2^{k-1} Z_k \right) \geq
\]

\[
(Z_0 - Z_1),
\]

with equality if and only if \( Z_T = \ldots = Z_1 \). Hence, in the symmetric equilibrium \( x_k \geq x_1 \) for any prize scheme \( (Z_0, Z_1, \ldots, Z_T) \), with equality if and only if \( Z_T = \ldots = Z_1 \).

Using the same logic, for any \( k \geq 3 \), it can be shown that \( x_k \geq x_2 \) for any prize scheme \( (Z_0, Z_1, \ldots, Z_T) \), with equality if and only if \( Z_T = \ldots = Z_1 \), and so on. Finally, we have that the optimal endowment distribution in the symmetric equilibrium must be \( x_1 \leq x_2 \leq \ldots \leq x_T \), for any prize structure \( (Z_0, Z_1, \ldots, Z_T) \). Equal distribution among all rounds \( x_1 = x_2 = \ldots = x_T \) takes place only in the winner takes it all case. End of proof.

**Corollary 1.** When the differences in prizes \( Z_2 > Z_3 > \ldots > Z_T \) is positive, the players' endowment distribution decreases across rounds.

Assumptions (1) and (3) are common and I will illustrate the role of assumption (4) by the following example, where function \( f(x) \) is "very convex".

**Example.** Suppose that there are two rounds, \( T = 2 \); the endowment is equal to one, \( E = 1 \); \( f(x) = e^{(x+1)^2} \); and the following prize structure, \( Z_2 = 0, Z_1 = 1 \) and \( Z_0 = 3 \). From Proposition 1, there exists a symmetric equilibrium \( (x_1, x_2) \). Note that \( f'(x) = 2(x + 1) e^{(x+1)^2} \) and find the equilibrium \( (x_1, x_2) \). Condition (7) will be

\[
2(x_2 + 1) = (2 - x_2)
\]
or

\[ x_2 = 0. \]

Hence, in the symmetric equilibrium \((x_1, x_2) = (1, 0)\), every player spends all her endowment in the final round.

3. Discussion

I consider \(T\)-round elimination cup tournaments where players have an endowment. The symmetric equilibrium is shown to exist and be unique. Moreover, in this equilibrium, all players spend most of their endowments in round 1 and least in the last round, \(T\). The intuition is straightforward; the expected payoffs are much higher in round 1 than in all other rounds. This simple model helps understand why tennis players or football teams are not at their best in the finals: they spend too much effort in the previous rounds.

All players are usually not equal however\(^1\). Some of them know that they have a very small, if any chance, of winning the tournament. These players will spend most of their endowments in the first round(s). Thereby, they have a real chance of passing one or two rounds and be eliminated at a later stage. This situation is interesting to analyze and is observed in many tournaments, when an unknown player beats a famous player in the first or second round and is easily eliminated by somebody else in the next round.

How can the situation be improved? The main result of the paper is that equal distribution of the endowment over all, \(T\), rounds implies the winner takes it all prize scheme. This is contrary to the result in Rosen (1986), who considers independent individual’s effort choice in every round of a tournament. He finds that prizes must increase over rounds. In Friebel and Matros (2001), we made the next step and investigate the impact of the assumption of a fixed initial effort endowment in elimination tournaments on the allocation of effort and optimal prize scheme in Rosen’s (1986) framework.
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